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OFML product data.
You will also fi nd details on
our 3D data on www.maul.uk.

Always up to date.
In the download area you will
always fi nd the latest catalogues
and advertising material.
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All details at once.
With the 360° function you
can look at many products from
all sides.

» WE ARE AT YOUR DISPOSAL: 
Tel.: +49 6063 502 270
export@maul.de
www.maul.uk
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Innovation trifft Büro.

Leuchten. Arbeitsplatzausstattung. Präsentationstechnik.
2019/2020

www.maul.de

Tidiness is half the battle! Our innovative 
organisational tools help you manage your 
daily workload. We increase the perfor-
mance of the individual products with our 
own development and production teams 
and continuously expand our range. This 
helps users to save time and is also rather 
ingenious in other respects: The product 
range contains many unique items in terms 
of their function, design and quality, as 
evidenced by numerous patents and utility 
models. And since the atmosphere should 

we also create a pleasant desk environment 
with modern shapes and colours.

Flashlights 100-106

Scales 88-99 Calculators 78-86
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We have the privilege of living and working 
in a place surrounded by nature. For over  
a hundred years, we have been based in 
the Odenwald and Westerwald. Conse-
quently, we are well aware of what we 
owe ourselves, our families, society and 
our partners. For us, appreciation of nature 
and respect for human beings is the key to 
responsible trading. 

As a fourth-generation family business,  
we treat things with care and conduct our 
operations on a sustainable basis. We view 

the entire product life cycle as a self-
evident maxim. When you buy a MAUL 
product, you can rest assured that it was 
manufactured under socially responsible 
conditions with minimal environmental 
impact.

-
ness location and have expanded our pro-
duction facilities in Zell and Kirchen. We 
invest and pay taxes here, create and retain 
apprenticeships and jobs, and actively take 
responsibility for the future of our region.

For further information, go to 
www.maul.uk and take a look at our 
Sustainability Brochure.
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» WHY WE THINK 
SUSTAINABLY 

55

Bad König-Zell.



» WHY WE  
KNOW OUR TRADE 
For generations, we have been manufacturing products in Bad 

with a keen eye for detail. 

production and electronics work with great care and precision on 
every single component. As we select the materials and develop 
the products ourselves, we can guarantee top quality and high-end 
design. Our intelligent testing processes ensure that all MAUL 
products conform with high safety standards and are of a consis-
tently high quality.

www.maul.de/en/company
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» WHY WE LOVE 
WHAT WE DO 
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MAUL is an international brand-name company with production 
-

tive products made from plastic and metal are manufactured here.  

produce a multitude of creative new products. As a result, we are 
able to add exciting new products to our product range year after 
year. This innovative capability is evident from our numerous utility 
models and patents.

The skills of the 190-strong MAUL workforce combined with our 
enthusiasm for progress and our high-tech in-house production 
facility are what makes us so good at what we do. We act quickly  

our work. Our focus is not on short-term solutions, but on good, 

which has proved successful for more than a hundred years.
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KATJA PIEROTH, A QUALIFIED TEXTILE DESIGNER AND SOCIAL 
MEDIA EXPERT AT MAUL, ON THE NEW TREND COLOURS

»THE FEELGOOD FACTOR “COLOUR”

COLOUR MY WORK

Touch of Rose Atlantic Blue

Lime Sahara
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What do you think is the importance of colours in the world of 
work? 

true in the workplace.  Whether you are working from home or in 

enormously. 

Products and accessories in accent colours help to create a more 
personal atmosphere in which I feel comfortable. 

What colours does MAUL have in its range?

We are constantly playing with different colours, most often in 
our desk accessories. We offer the widest range of colours in desk 
organiser MAULrundbox and the MAULtubo pencil holder, allowing 
everyone to discover their favourite colour.

And now MAUL is introducing new colours again?

choosing the right colours. And yes, that's why we have designed 
our Colour My Work collection to complement our existing colours. 
These are four trendy colours that will spice up an otherwise neu-
tral workplace - and your mood!

Tell us something about the new MAUL colours. Which is your 
favourite colour and why?

Touch of Rose is my favourite shade. I really like this warm and 
feminine shade of pink. This has nothing kitschy or "princess room" 
about it - on the contrary, this tone looks very classy! Touch of 
Rose can be combined in many ways: it goes elegantly with shades 
of grey or black and looks cosy and modern with natural tones. 
Combining it with other shades of pink is absolutely on trend. And 
my current favourite look is to combine it with dark berry tones or 
bright red - it makes a very stylish and extravagant impression.

What is special about the new Lime shade of green?

Lime is the colour of summer. It is the perfect blend of green and 
yellow. Lime green exudes energy, youth and vitality. It reminds 
me of refreshing sparkling lemonade. It also creates a summer 

with white, while pairing it with other shades of green in various 
shades creates a harmonious, calming spectrum. Concrete grey or 
anthracite complement lime green for a cool, modern look.

What is the Sahara shade all about?

This colour lends itself perfectly to combining with other shades. 
In the same way that a trench coat always looks good in beige, so 

high-quality, classy look every time. For example, Sahara looks very 
sophisticated in combination with chocolate tones and cool when 
combined with anthracite.

Why did you opt for Atlantic Blue?

Atlantic Blue is the colour of distance, vastness and dependability. 

beautiful sea shade because it has a relaxing effect but also looks 
cool and modern at the same time. Combine it with white, grey or 
metallic tones to create a stylish, purist atmosphere. My secret tip 
would be to use Atlantic Blue in colour blocking with contrasting 
colours - this creates a very hip and creative look.

Can the colours also be combined with each other?

Absolutely! Try a combination of Atlantic Blue and Lime, for exam-

on your desk?

My desk at MAUL has a light wood tone, which looks great with 
accessories in Touch of Rose. I love the maulys in Touch of Rose, 
in fact I clip them on almost everywhere - for instance, I also use 
them to clip annoying cables together neatly. I use a round box in 
Sahara and have "cobbled together" a staple dispenser - the top in 
Sahara, the bottom Touch of Rose. This makes me feel comfort-
able and inspired at work.
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We all need a sustainable and liveable society for the long term. That is why we consciously focus on sus-
tainability in everything we do at MAUL. This is certainly the case with our new greener@work collection, for 
example. It focuses on recycling used materials as a way of creating new raw materials and conserving natural 
resources. 

For further information, go to www.maul.uk and take a look at our Sustainability Brochure.
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SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION, 
REDUCED PLASTIC WASTE
We have recently invested in new injection moulding machines in our plastics production 
plant and have been able to achieve energy savings of 45%. 100% of the plastic waste 
generated during the production process is returned to the production cycle. We are also 
succeeding in reducing post-consumer waste with our new greener@work series. This is 
because collecting, sorting and recycling protects our planet from littering and preserves 
plastic as a valuable raw material resource through a circular economy.

YESTERDAY, A FLOWER TRAY - 
TODAY, A DESK ORGANISER
All of the products in the greener@work collection are produced in our factory in Kirchen. 
In an intensive series of tests, our specialists worked out the materials and composition 
required to produce sustainable, beautiful, but above all stable and long-lasting recycled 
products.

We use post-consumer materials for our products, in other words plastics that have already 

among other things. We use more than 90% recycled material for all our recycled products. 
We need new granules for the remaining percentages in order to create beautiful colours. 

This is the start of our new MAUL greener@work collection: round boxes, staple and mauly 

all.

The new products in the greener@work collection have a double appeal: they keep your 
workplace tidy and protect the environment at the same time. True classics from MAUL, 

» THE NEW MAUL COLLECTION
MADE OF RECYCLED PLASTIC

85%
RECYCLED

PLASTIC
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» EUROPE'S LARGEST SELECTION

need help choosing from our wide range of materials, require information on a clamp’s 

system, one thing is for certain: this is our area of expertise. Choose from more than 90 
models and 30 product lines. 
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Clipboard series 231 MAULpro, plastic
• The original from MAUL. A true classic, distinctive design and functionality
• Non slipping: Red, rubber-like retainer bar holds the paper in place
• Made in Germany, 3 years guarantee
• Strong: Large plastic clip over the full width with strong stainless steel spring (except for

2318202)
• Comprehensive: A wide choice of formats
• Proven quality

• Sturdy: made of shock-proof plastic material
• Rubber retainer bar over the full width of the board
• Convenient: can be hung up
• Clip opening approx. 0,9 cm
• Board thickness 0,3 cm
• Low emission production in our local plant, can be recycled

PUClipSizeFormatColoursItem

1 pc(s).short side24,4 x 15,9 x 1,6 cmA502 white231 71

1 pc(s).short side33,1 x 22,1 x 1,6 cmA402 white231 01

1 pc(s).long side30,8 x 24,5 x 1,6 cmA402 white231 02

1 pc(s).short side45,4 x 30,8 x 1,6 cmA302 white231 81

1 pc(s).long side43,1 x 33,1 x 1,6 cmA302 white231 82

Clipboard MAULgo, plastic
• Attractive: Clip in contrasting colour
• Made in Germany, 3 years guarantee
• Comfortable: Paper edge on the left-hand side, pen holder as part of clip
• Strong: Large plastic clip with strong metal springs

• Sturdy: shock-proof plastic board
• Clip opening approx. 0,8 cm
• Board thickness 0,3 cm
• Low emission production in our local plant, can be recycled

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

1 pc(s).34,3 x 23,3 x 1,6 cmA437 blue, 90 black232 50
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»OFFICE SUPPLIES

CLIPBOARDS AND CLIPBOARD FOLDERS

Clipboard MAULgo recycling
• greener@work: Made from over 85% recycled plastic (post-consumer material)
• Awarded the environmental award "Blue Angel"
• Made in Germany: Manufactured in a sustainable and socially responsible manner
• Guarantee 3 years
• Comfortable: Paper edge on the left-hand side, pen holder as part of clip
• Sturdy: Large plastic clip with strong metal springs

• Clip opening approx. 0,8 cm
• Board thickness 0,3 cm
• More MAUL products made from recycled plastic see pages 56/57

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

1 pc(s).34,3 x 23,3 x 1,6 cmA402.ECO white, 25.ECO red, 37.ECO blue,
90.ECO black

232 51

Yesterday, a fl ower tray - today, a clipboard: These products are made from at least 
90% recycled post-consumer plastic, i.e. from the waste of commercial and private 
fi nal consumption. Good for the environment, good for us all. 

Clipboard MAULgo uni, plastic
• Attractive: A choice of many colours
• Made in Germany, 3 years guarantee
• Comfortable: Paper edge on the left-hand side, pen holder as part of clip
• Strong: Large plastic clip with strong metal springs

• Sturdy: shock-proof plastic board
• Clip opening approx. 0,8 cm
• Board thickness 0,3 cm
• Low emission production in our local plant, can be recycled

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

1 pc(s).34,3 x 23,3 x 1,6 cmA402 white, 37 blue, 72 sahara, 90 black232 51
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CLIPBOARDS AND CLIPBOARD FOLDERS



Clipboard MAULneon, transparent, easy-grip clip
• The plastic clipboard for price-conscious people
• Colourful: A choice of five luminous colours
• Grip friendly: Easy-grip clip with protecting plastic corners

• Board made of plastic material
• Powerful: strong flat and chrome-plated easy-grip clip
• Convenient: can be hung up
• Clip opening approx. 0,8 cm
• Board thickness 0,24 cm
• Can be recycled

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

1 pc(s).31,8 x 22,6 x 1,5 cmA411 transparent yellow, 21 transparent pink, 31
transparent blue, 41 transparent orange, 51
transparent green

234 06

Clipboard, plastic, with easy-grip clip
• The plastic clipboard for price-conscious people
• Comprehensive: A choice of several colours and sizes
• Clip on the short or long side
• Grip-friendly: Clip with protective plastic corners (refs. 234 03, 234 04, 234 05)

• Sturdy: board made of plastic material, recyclable
• Strong: flat easy-grip clip
• Convenient: can be hung up
• Clip opening approx. 0,8 cm, board thickness 0,3 cm
• 234 03: Chrome-plated easy-grip clip
• 234 05: Chrome-plated easy-grip clip

PUClipSizeFormatColoursItem

1 pc(s).short side22,8 x 15,2 x 1,5 cmA590 black234 03

1 pc(s).long side22,5 x 31 x 1,5 cmA490 black234 04

1 pc(s).short side31,6 x 22,5 x 1,4 cmA405 transparent, 23 touch of
rose, 37 blue, 52 lime, 72
sahara, 82 grey, 90 black

234 05

1 pc(s).long side43 x 33 x 1,5 cmA390 black234 02
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CLIPBOARDS AND CLIPBOARD FOLDERS

Clipboard with calculator, plastic
• Clever: Integrated solar powered calculator
• To collect and calculate dimensions or quantities, to determine invoice amounts or to solve

a problem at school
• Ideal for construction sites, for craftsmen, at school, in warehouses or for inventory
• Comfortable: Paper stop on the left side, cm ruler on the right side (30 cm)
• Sturdy: Large plastic clip with strong metal springs

• Stable: shock-proof plastic board
• Powerful calculator functions: dual-power, 4 basic operations, 8-digit display, memory, %-key,

squares key
• Clip opening approx. 1 cm
• Board thickness 0,3 cm

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

1 pc(s).35,3 x 23,5 x 2,8 cmA490 black232 54

Clipboard, plastic, with large metal clip
• Hard-wearing: Powerful clip, strong board
• Made in Germany, 3 years guarantee
• Nearly indestructible: Clip made of strong steel, with extremely strong twin legs steel spring
• Long time tested clip, very high retention power, large opening
• Outstanding: Warp resistant due to specific geometry, dimple handle avoids slipping of the

fingers
• Large opening: Approx. 2 cm

• Sturdy: shock-proof plastic board
• Convenient: can be hung up
• Board thickness 0,3 cm
• Wooden board also available, see Art. No. 239 60 70
• Low emission production in our local plant, can be recycled

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

1 pc(s).34,7 x 22 x 3,4 cmA402 white230 31

Clipboard, acrylic, with easy-grip clip
• Board made of high quality acrylic material, glossy polished
• Crystal clear, elegant, modern: For design oriented users

• Strong: flat easy-grip clip
• Convenient: can be hung up, retractable hook
• Clip opening approx. 0,8 cm
• Board thickness 0,3 cm
• Can be recycled

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

1 pc(s).31,8 x 22,8 x 1,3 cmA405 transparent237 52
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Clipboard MAULoutdoor, easy-grip clip
• Nearly indestructible: Strong board made of double layer flexible special plastic material
• Designed by MAUL: Developed and constructed in our national plant
• Double use: Front side also suitable to cut on the board
• Insensitive to cutting marks, suitable for intense use

• Powerful: flat easy-grip clip
• Convenient: can be hung up, retractable hook
• Clip opening approx. 0,8 cm
• Board thickness 0,3 cm
• Can be recycled

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

1 pc(s).32,2 x 22 x 1,3 cmA409 other233 10

Clipboard MAULsteel, stainless steel
• Particularly high quality: Clip and board made of stainless steel
• Completely rustproof, corrosion-resistant
• Professional clipboard, very suitable for use in damp rooms, hospitals, kitchens or outdoors
• Very sturdy with low board thickness, easy to clean and desinfect
• Large stainless steel clip with strong metal springs and paper stopper
• Easy to grip: Rounded edges
• For design-oriented users: Cool metallic-look, elegant

• Practical: can also be hung up
• Clip opening approx. 2 cm
• Board thickness approx. 0,1 cm
• Recyclable

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

1 pc(s).33 x 22 x 3,5 cmA495 silver235 64

Clipboard, anodised aluminium
• Particularly noble: Board and clip made of anodised aluminium
• Made in Germany, 3 years guarantee
• Thin but strong, easy to clean
• Gentle: Slip protection on the back avoids slipping on the desk
• Grip-friendly: No sharp edges, milled and rounded all around

• Cool, high quality, elegant: for design oriented users
• Large clip with strong springs
• Clip opening approx. 1 cm
• Board thickness 0,15 cm
• Can be recycled

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

1 pc(s).34,2 x 23,3 x 1,4 cmA408 aluminium235 27
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CLIPBOARDS AND CLIPBOARD FOLDERS

Clipboard, aluminium, with paper stop
• Noble: Board and clip made of aluminium
• Made in Germany, 3 years guarantee
• Comfortable: Paper stop on the left side
• Thin but strong, easy to clean
• Large anodised aluminium clip with strong springs

• Convenient: can be suspended
• Clip opening approx. 1 cm, board thickness 0,1 cm
• Powder-coated board
• Can be recycled

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

1 pc(s).33 x 21,7 x 1,3 cmA495 silver236 21

Clipboard, aluminium with easy-grip clip
• The aluminium clipboard for price-conscious people
• Noble: Board made of anodised aluminium
• Grip friendly: Rounded edges and easy-grip clip with protecting plastic corners
• Comprehensive: A wide choice of sizes

• Powerful: flat, chrome-plated easy-grip clip with recessed handle
• Convenient: can be suspended, with retractable suspension hook
• Clip opening approx. 0,8 cm
• Board thickness 0,1 cm
• Can be recycled

PUClipSizeFormatColoursItem

1 pc(s).short side22,9 x 15,2 x 1,3 cmA508 aluminium235 15

1 pc(s).short side31,8 x 22,9 x 1,7 cmA408 aluminium235 28

1 pc(s).short side45 x 33 x 1,7 cmA308 aluminium235 30

1 pc(s).long side33 x 45 x 1,4 cmA308 aluminium235 32
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Magnetic clipboard, aluminium with easy-grip clip
• Large magnetic tape (17 x 4 cm) on the rear, can be hung up on all ferruginous surfaces
• Designed by MAUL: Developed and constructed in our national plant
• Noble: Board made of anodised aluminium
• Additional use: Can be used as copy holder on whiteboards or flipcharts
• Ideal in production areas (many ferruginous surfaces can be used), e.g. to fix maintenance

schedules on machines or for stock-taking

• Grip friendly: rounded edges and easy-grip clip with protecting plastic corners
• Powerful: flat, chrome-plated easy-grip clip
• Convenient: can be hung up, with retractable hook
• Clip opening approx. 0,8 cm
• Board thickness 0,1 cm
• Can be recycled

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

1 pc(s).31,8 x 22,9 x 1,5 cmA408 aluminium235 29

Clipboard MAULmedic, stainless steel clip
• For hooking e.g. to hospital beds or partition systems up to 4,5 cm
• Choice: Portrait or landscape format
• Noble: Board and rivets made of anodised aluminium, spring clip made of stainless steel
• Grip friendly: Rounded edges and easy-grip clip with protecting plastic corners
• Strong, lightweight board, easy to clean
• Hygienic: Clipboard can be easily cleaned and disinfected when dirty

• Powerful: flat easy-grip clip
• Convenient: with additional retractable hook to hang it up
• Clip opening approx. 0,8 cm, board thickness 0,12 cm
• Can be recycled

PUClipSizeFormatColoursItem

1 pc(s).short side36 x 25 x 6 cmA408 aluminium235 40

1 pc(s).long side30,3 x 26,5 x 6 cmA408 aluminium235 41
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CLIPBOARDS AND CLIPBOARD FOLDERS

»  EUROPES LARGEST CLIPBOARDS-SELECTION
We have manufactured clipboards and clips for decades. Whether you need help choosing from our wide range of materials, require

thing is for certain: this is our area of expertise. Choose from over 90 models and 30 product lines. Our company offers the
widest range of products in Europe. MAUL - your clipboard experts. An overview of all models can be found on pages 38/39.

WHO USES CLIPBOARDS ?
Clipboards are used in all areas of everyday life. Let yourself be inspired:

REGULAR CLIPBOARD, CLIPBOARD FOLDER, OR ONE WITH STORAGE COMPARTMENT?

WHICH MODEL IS RIGHT FOR YOU ?

for hanging, temperature resistance, transparency, pen holders, pocket calculators or a stop edge increase comfort and make the
clipboard an indispensable tool. To help you decide, you can use our shopping assistant at www.maul.uk.

The clip
Alongside the board, the most important thing
is a good clip. We know our trade: MAUL has
decades of experience in the area of clips and in
metal manufacturing. This is how the MAULpro
clip and the manufacturing techniques for it
were developed inhouse.

• Truck and bus drivers
• Train and airport staff
• Package deliverers
• Rescue workers
• Event planners
• Sport organisers
• Trainers on the sidelines

• Construction supervisors
 • Tradespeople
• Warehouse staff
• Inventory workers
• Stand builders
 • Tour operators
• Real estate agents

• Graphic designers
• Artists
• Architects
• Galleries
• Wait staff in cafés and restaurants
• Training managers
• Students

It is the best in terms of material quality, clamping
force and durability. This know-how about material 
selection, clamping springs and geometry is now 
applied to each and every clip for our clipboards.
You can be sure of that.

Clipboards
are plain boards which

have a clip to hold paper.

Clipboard folders have a cover which can be closed
to protect the documents (e.g. from rain) and as
a privacy screen. Some models also have a zip.

Clipboards with storage compartments for storing
pad paper, pens, calculators or tape measures, for 

example. Impact-, dust- and water-proof.
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Clipboard, wood with large metal clip
• Natural material: Multi-layer veneer plywood board
• Made in Germany: Made by hand in a workshop for handicapped people, 3 years guarantee
• Ecologically varnished
• Very sturdy and durable
• Nearly indestructible: Clip made of strong steel, with extremely strong twin legs steel spring
• The largest opening for wooden clip boards: approx. 2 cm

• Long time tested clip, very high retention power. Outstanding: warp resistant due to specific
geometry, dimple handle avoids slipping of the fingers

• Convenient: can be hung up
• Board thickness 0,8 cm
• Also available with plastic board, Art. No. 230 31 02
• Can be recycled

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

1 pc(s).33,7 x 22 x 3,9 cmA470 wood239 60

Clipboard MAULcork, easy-grip clip
• Board made of untreated cork
• Natural and warm to the touch
• Powerful: Flat easy-grip clip with protective plastic corners

• Convenient: can be hung up, with retractable hook
• Robust cardboard core
• Clip opening approx. 0,8 cm, board thickness 0,4 cm

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

1 pc(s).32,3 x 22,7 x 1,5 cmA473 cork239 30
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CLIPBOARDS AND CLIPBOARD FOLDERS

»  RIGHT ON TREND:
DIY IDEAS
When it comes to DIY, lettering is a 
mega trend. And our clipboards are right 
inthe middle of it all, as a holder for the 
template or as the centrepiece when they 
are painted directly. There are many more
ideas for designing with clipboards too: 
plotting, taping, napkin technique or as 
a third hand in macramé or friendship 
ribbon knotting - be inspired at 
www.instagram.com/maulgmbh. 

We thank Gloria Wolf,  

www.instagram.com/_wolfskunst_/ for the 

pictures with the pink clipboard and Anika Simon 

www.instagram.com/letter.werk/ for the pictures 

with the wooden boards.

Clipboard MAULbill
• Stable design clipboard made of hard fibre with nostalgic clip
• Also ideally suited for table bills
• Solid retro inspired steel clip with strong steel spring
• Comfortable: Paper stop at the top
• Trendy design for price-conscious customers
• Untreated board surface for natural look

• Convenient: can be hung up
• Gentle: rounded edges
• Chrome-plated clip
• Clip opening approx. 1,5 cm, board thickness 0,3 cm
• Can be recycled

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

1 pc(s).28 x 11,5 x 3 cm28 x 11,2 cm70 wood239 17
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Clipboard MAULclassic, hard fibre
• Stable design clipboard made of hard fibre with nostalgic clip
• Also ideally suited for menus, display windows or reception areas
• Solid retro inspired steel clip with strong steel spring
• Comfortable: Paper stop at the top
• Trendy design for price-conscious customers
• Untreated board surface for natural look

• Convenient: can be hung up
• Gentle: rounded edges
• Clip opening approx. 1,5 cm (A5) and 2,5 cm (A4 and A3)
• Board thickness 0,3 cm
• Can be recycled

PUClipSizeFormatColoursItem

1 pc(s).short side25,5 x 16 x 3 cmA570 wood239 24

1 pc(s).short side35 x 22 x 4,3 cmA470 wood239 25

1 pc(s).long side30,7 x 24,2 x 4,3 cmA470 wood239 26

1 pc(s).short side45 x 31 x 4 cmA370 wood239 27

1 pc(s).long side43 x 35 x 4,3 cmA370 wood239 28
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CLIPBOARDS AND CLIPBOARD FOLDERS

Clipboard MAULbasic, hard fibre, easy-grip clip
• Stable board made of hard fibre
• Untreated board surface for natural look
• Powerful: Flat easy-grip clip

• Convenient: can be hung up, with retractable hook
• Gentle: rounded edges and easy-grip clip with protecting plastic corners
• Clip opening approx. 0,8 cm, board thickness 0,3 cm
• Can be recycled
• 239 20: Chrome-plated easy-grip clip

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

1 pc(s).24 x 16 x 1,5 cmA570 wood239 18

1 pc(s).31,8 x 22,9 x 1,5 cmA470 wood239 20

Clipboard MAULcreative, cardboard with easy-grip
clip
• The clipboard for price-conscious people, made of strong cardboard
• Individualisation: For painting, drawning or stickers, e.g. for children, students or hobbyists
• Suitable for light indoor use

• Powerful: flat easy-grip clip
• Convenient: can be hung up, with retractable hook
• Gentle: rounded edges
• Clip opening approx. 0,8 cm
• Board thickness 0,23 cm
• Can be recycled

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

12 pc(s).31,6 x 22,5 x 1,3 cmA482 grey238 10
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Clipboard MAULflexx, easy-grip clip
• The long-distance runner among the clipboards
• Particularly hard-wearing: Board made of flexible double-layer polypropylene
• Can be used at temperatures between -10°C and +60° C, insensible to water
• Ideal also for special applications: Bakeries, refrigeration rooms and trucks
• For travelling: Extremely light

• Modern design: the surface with waffle-weave pattern feels nice to the touch
• Powerful: easy-grip clip
• Gentle: easy-grip clip with protecting plastic corners
• Convenient: can be hung up, with retractable hook
• Clip opening approx. 0,8 cm, board thickness 0,25 cm
• Also available as A4-clipboard folder, Art. No. 236 11

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

12 pc(s).24 x 16 x 1,5 cmA590 black236 08

12 pc(s).31,5 x 22,5 x 1,3 cmA402 white, 25 red, 37 blue, 43 orange,
54 light green, 90 black

236 10

Clipboard PP, easy- grip clip
• The polypropylene clipboard for price conscious people
• Particularly hard-wearing made of flexible material
• Attractive: Eroded surface
• Grip friendly: Easy-grip clip with protecting plastic corners

• Convenient: can be hung up, with retractable hook
• Powerful: chrome-plated easy-grip clip
• Clip opening approx. 0,8 cm, board thickness 0,22 cm

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

12 pc(s).31,5 x 22 x 1,5 cmA490 black236 01
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Clipboard with plastic coating, easy-grip clip
• For price-conscious people
• Board made of cardboard with plastic coating
• Powerful: Flat, chrome-plated easy-grip clip

• Convenient: can be hung up, with retractable hook
• Clip opening approx. 0,8 cm
• Also available as A4-clipboard folder, Art. Nos. 233 92 and 233 93
• 233 53: Board thickness 0,29 cm
• 233 52: Board thickness 0,26 cm. A choice of 9 colours
• 233 57: Board thickness 0,25 cm
• 233 67: Board thickness 0,4 cm

PUClipSizeFormatColoursItem

12 pc(s).short side24 x 16,8 x 1,2 cmA590 black233 53

12 pc(s).short side31,9 x 22,9 x 1,3 cmA413 yellow, 22 pink, 25 red, 34
light blue, 37 blue, 43 orange,
54 light green, 90 black, 95
silver

233 52

12 pc(s).long side23 x 32 x 1,3 cmA490 black233 57

12 pc(s).long side34,6 x 45,1 x 1,5 cmA390 black233 67
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Clipboard with plastic coating and transparent
pocket, easy-grip clip
• Print out an A4 sheet, insert it in the transparent pocket on the back of the clipboard - ready
• Economic self made advertising medium: e. g. for your logo or for the name of an event,

easy to replace for changing purposes

• Board made of cardboard with plastic coating
• Powerful: flat easy-grip clip
• Convenient: can be hung up, with retractable hook
• Clip opening approx. 0,8 cm
• Board thickness 0,3 cm

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

12 pc(s).34,7 x 23,4 x 1,2 cmA490 black233 44

Clipboard with plastic coating and 2 neodymium
magnets, easy-grip clip
• To hold documents on ferruginous surfaces by means of 2 strong neodymium magnets on

the rear
• Additional use: As a document holder on flipcharts or whiteboards
• Ideal in production areas (many ferruginous surfaces can be used), e.g. to fix maintenance

schedules on machines or for stock-taking
• Designed by MAUL

• Board made of cardboard with plastic coating
• Powerful: flat easy-grip clip
• Convenient: can be hung up, with retractable hook
• Clip opening approx. 0,8 cm
• Board thickness 0,3 cm

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

12 pc(s).32 x 23 x 1,3 cmA490 black233 49
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Clipboard folder with plastic coating, easy-grip clip
• For price-conscious people
• Clipboard folder made of cardboard with plastic coating
• Inside pocket on the cover to hold sheets or business cards
• Attractive: A choice of 9 colours (A4)
• With pen holder loop that prevents pens from falling down or getting lost

• Powerful: flat, chrome-plated easy-grip clip
• Convenient: can be hung up, with retractable hook
• Clip opening approx. 0,8 cm
• 233 92: Board thickness 0,22 cm

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

12 pc(s).31,9 x 22,9 x 1,3 cmA413 yellow, 22 pink, 25 red, 34 light blue, 37 blue,
43 orange, 54 light green, 90 black, 95 silver

233 92

Clipboard folder with plastic coating and
carbon-copy protection, easy-grip clip
• Transparent plastic sheet as carbon-copy protection
• Inside pocket on the cover to hold sheets or business cards
• Folder made of cardboard with plastic coating
• With pen holder loop that prevents pens from falling down or getting lost

• Powerful: flat, chrome-plated easy-grip clip
• Convenient: can be hung up, with retractable hook
• Clip opening approx. 0,8 cm
• Board thickness 0,27 cm

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

12 pc(s).25,6 x 18,5 x 1,2 cmA590 black233 97

12 pc(s).33,45 x 23,5 x 1,3 cmA490 black233 96
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Clipboard folder MAULflexx, easy-grip clip
• The long-distance runner among the clipboard folders
• Particularly hard-wearing: Board made of flexible double-layer polypropylene
• Can be used at temperatures between -10°C and +60° C, insensible to water
• Ideal also for special applications: Bakeries, refrigeration rooms and trucks
• For travelling: Extremely light
• Attractive: Available in 6 colours, inner surfaces black

• Modern design: the surface with waffle-weave pattern feels nice to the touch
• Protects the content from dirt
• Powerful: flat easy-grip clip
• Gentle: easy-grip clip with protecting plastic corners
• Convenient: can be hung up, with retractable hook
• Clip opening approx. 0,8 cm
• Board thickness 0,2 cm

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

12 pc(s).31 x 24,5 x 1,3 cmA402 white, 25 red, 37 blue, 43 orange, 54
light green, 90 black

236 11

Clipboard folder PP, easy-grip clip
• The polypropylene clipboard folder for price conscious people
• Particularly hard-wearing made of flexible material
• Attractive: Eroded surface
• Grip friendly: Easy-grip clip with protecting plastic corners

• Powerful: easy-grip clip
• Clip opening approx. 0,8 cm, board thickness 0,23 cm

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

12 pc(s).31 x 23 x 1,5 cmA490 black236 06
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Clipboard folder MAULcork, easy-grip clip
• Board made of untreated cork
• Natural and warm to the touch
• Resistant: inside laminated with natural-coloured paper
• Powerful: flat easy-grip clip with protective plastic corners

• Convenient: can be hung up, with retractable hook
• Robust cardboard core
• Clip opening approx. 0,8 cm
• Board thickness 0,3 cm

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

1 pc(s).33,3 x 24,3 x 1,3 cmA473 cork239 35
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Clipboard MAULcase with storage box
• Sturdy clipboard with separate storage box on the back
• Durable and noble: Made of anodised aluminium
• Functional: Keep your documents protected in the box on the back, take your documents out

and clamp them for treatment
• For all, working on the move: Craftsmen, coaches, emergency forces
• Double use: Cover can also be used as carbon-copy protection, e.g. for orders or mission

reports

• Powerful: large and sturdy metal clip with opening aid
• Clip opening approx. 0,8 cm
• Opens upwards
• Stable piano hinge on the short side
• Storage box ideal for A4 documents, (maximum size 22,2 x 31 x 1,3 cm)

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

1 pc(s).32 x 23,7 x 3,8 cmA408 aluminium235 48
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Clipboard MAULassist with storage box
• Double use: Extremely sturdy clipboard with practical storage box
• Durable and nobel: Made of anodised aluminium
• Functional: Keep your documents protected in the cover, take your documents out and clamp

them for treatment
• For all, working on the move: craftsmen, coaches, emergency forces
• With carbon-copy protection, e.g. for orders or mission reports
• Closed structural design

• Powerful: large and sturdy metal clip with opening aid
• Clip opening approx. 0,8 cm
• Convenient: lateral opening
• Stable piano hinge on the long side
• Storage box ideal for A4 documents (maximum size 21,7 x 31,7 x 1,0 cm)
• The holiding device in the cover can be folded inwards

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

1 pc(s).32,5 x 23 x 2,5 cmA408 aluminium235 46
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Clipboard with storage box, lateral opening
• Sturdy clipboard and practical storage box - both in one
• Safe: Documents are protected against shock, dust and splash water
• For all, working on the road: craftsmen, trainers, driving instructors, at schools, universities

or for stock taking
• Compact: Fits in suitcases, backpacks and schoolbags
• Clever: Removable separating insert as pencil compartment
• Practical: 2 clips on the long side, close the box securely and without gaps

• Outside clip: flat, stable easy-grip bracket clip with protecting plastic corners, capacity approx.
0,8 cm

• Convenient: sideways opening
• Gentle: with grip-friendly rounded corners
• Sturdy plastic hinges, easy to operate
• Particularly handy: height 2,5 cm, board thickness 0,23 cm
• Dimensions: inside 32,5 x 22,2 x 1,8 cm, outside 33,5 x 24,5 x 2,5 cm, separating insert 23,5 x

3,0 cm
• Made of break-resistant polypropylene, surface matt eroded
• Storage box for A4 documents

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

1 pc(s).33,5 x 24,5 x 2,5 cmA490 black234 92
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Clipboard with storage box, broad
• Sturdy clipboard and practical storage box - both in one
• Safe: Documents are protected against shock, dust and splash water
• Spacious: For notepad, documents, catalogues and more like calculator, timer and measuring

tape
• For all, working on the road: Craftsmen, trainers, driving instructors, at schools, universities

or for stock taking
• Comfortable hold: With practical carrying handle
• Useful: Extra compartment for pens avoids annoying rolling

• Outside clip: flat easy-grip clip with protecting plastic corners, capacity approx. 0,8 cm. Inside clip:
plastic, capacity 0,3 cm

• Housing wedge-shaped, height high side 5,3 cm, low side 3 cm, board thickness 0,23 cm
• Made of break-resistant polypropylene, surface matt eroded
• Gentle: with rounded corners
• Practical clipclosure: sturdy plastic hinges
• Storage box for DIN A4 documents, opens upwards

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

1 pc(s).41,5 x 25,8 x 5,3 cmA490 black234 95

Clipboard with storage box, slim
• Sturdy clipboard and practical storage box - both in one
• Safe: Documents are protected against shock, dust and splash water
• For all, working on the road: Craftsmen, trainers, driving instructors, at schools, universities

or for stock taking
• Compact: Fits in suitcases, backpacks and schoolbags
• Practical clipclosure: Sturdy plastic hinges

• Outside clip: flat, stable easy-grip bracket clip with protecting plastic corners, capacity approx.
0,8 cm

• Very flat: height 3,3 cm, board thickness 0,23 cm
• Gentle: with rounded corners. Made of break-resistant polypropylene, surface matt eroded
• Storage box for A4 documents, opens upwards

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

1 pc(s).34,5 x 24,2 x 3,3 cmA490 black234 90
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Art.-No. Article Description Made in 
Germany Material Format Clip Side Clip 

opening Additional Function Colour Page

231 71 Clipboard MAULpro x Plastic A5 short 0,9 cm Rubber retainer bar holds the 
paper in place white 16

231 01 Clipboard MAULpro x Plastic A4 short 0,9 cm Rubber retainer bar holds the 
paper in place white 16

231 02 Clipboard MAULpro x Plastic A4 long 0,9 cm Rubber retainer bar holds the 
paper in place white 16

231 81 Clipboard MAULpro x Plastic A3 short 0,9 cm Rubber retainer bar holds the 
paper in place white 16

231 82 Clipboard MAULpro x Plastic A3 long 0,9 cm Rubber retainer bar holds the 
paper in place white 16

232 50 Clipboard MAULgo x Plastic A4 short 0,8 cm Paper stop, pencil holder blue, black 16

232 51 Clipboard MAULgo 
Recycling x Plastic  

(Post Consumer) A4 short 0,8 cm Paper stop, pencil holder white, red, blue, black 17

232 51 Clipboard MAULgo, uni x Plastic A4 short 0,8 cm Paper stop, pencil holder white, blue, sahara, black 17

234 06 Clipboard MAULneon Plastic A4 short 0,8 cm transparent: yellow, pink, 
blue, orange, green 18

234 03 Clipboard Plastic A5 short 0,8 cm black 18

234 04 Clipboard Plastic A4 long 0,8 cm black 18

234 05 Clipboard Plastic A4 short 0,8 cm transparent, touch of rose, 
blue, lime, sahara, grey, black 18

234 02 Clipboard Plastic A3 long 0,8 cm black 18

232 54 Clipboard Plastic A4 short 1,0 cm Solar powered calculator, paper 
stop, cm ruler black 19

230 31 Clipboard Plastic A4 short 2,0 cm white 19

237 52 Clipboard Acrylie A4 short 0,8 cm transparent 19

233 10 Clipboard MAULoutdoor Plastic A4 short 0,8 cm Cutterboard grey 20

235 64 Clipboard MAULsteel Stainless steel A4 short 2,0 cm silver 20

235 27 Clipboard x Aluminium A4 short 1,0 cm Anti-slip covering on the back aluminium 20

236 21 Clipboard x Aluminium A4 short 1,0 cm Paper stop aluminium 21

235 15 Clipboard Aluminium A5 short 0,8 cm aluminium 21

235 28 Clipboard Aluminium A4 short 0,8 cm aluminium 21

235 30 Clipboard Aluminium A3 short 0,8 cm aluminium 21

235 32 Clipboard Aluminium A3 long 0,8 cm aluminium 21

235 29 Clipboard Aluminium A4 short 0,8 cm magnetic aluminium 22

235 40 Clipboard MAULmedic Aluminium A4 short 0,8 cm Can be hung up aluminium 22

235 41 Clipboard MAULmedic Aluminium A4 long 0,8 cm Can be hung up aluminium 22

239 60 Clipboard x Wood A4 short 2,0 cm wood 24

239 30 Clipboard MAULcork Cork A4 short 0,8 cm cork 24

239 17 Clipboard MAULbill Hard Board 28 x 11,5 
cm short 1,5 cm wood 25

239 24 Clipboard MAULclassic Hard Board A5 short 1,5 cm wood 26

239 25 Clipboard MAULclassic Hard Board A4 short 2,5 cm wood 26

239 26 Clipboard MAULclassic Hard Board A4 long 2,5 cm wood 26

239 27 Clipboard MAULclassic Hard Board A3 short 2,5 cm wood 26

239 28 Clipboard MAULclassic Hard Board A3 long 2,5 cm wood 26

239 18 Clipboard MAULbasic Hard Board A5 short 0,8 cm wood 27

239 20 Clipboard MAULbasic Hard Board A4 short 0,8 cm wood 27

238 10 Clipboard MAULcreativ Carton A4 short 0,8 cm grey 27

236 08 Clipboard MAULflexx Polypropylen A5 short 0,8 cm black 28
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Art.-No. Article Description Made in 
Germany Material Format Clip Side Clip 

opening Additional Function Colour Page

236 10 Clipboard MAULflexx Polypropylen A4 short 0,8 cm white, red, blue, orange, light 
green, black 28

236 01 Clipboard PP Polypropylen A4 short 0,8 cm black 28

233 53 Clipboard Carton/Foil A5 short 0,8 cm black 29

233 52 Clipboard Carton/Foil A4 short 0,8 cm yellow, pink, red, light blue, blue, 
orange, light green, black, silver 29

233 57 Clipboard Carton/Foil A4 long 0,8 cm black 29

233 67 Clipboard Carton/Foil A3 long 0,8 cm black 29

233 44 Clipboard Carton/Foil A4 short 0,8 cm Transparent pocket black 30

233 49 Clipboard Carton/Foil A4 short 0,8 cm magnetic black 30

233 92 Clipboard Folder Carton/Foil A4 short 0,8 cm Inside pocket, pen holder yellow, pink, red, light blue, blue, 
orange, light green, black, silver 31

233 97 Clipboard Folder Carton/Foil A5 short 0,8 cm Carbon-copy predection, pen holder black 31

233 96 Clipboard Folder Carton/Foil A4 short 0,8 cm Carbon-copy predection, pen holder black 31

236 11 Clipboard Folder MAULflexx Polypropylen A4 short 0,8 cm white, red, blue, orange, light 
green, black 32

236 06 Clipboard Folder PP Polypropylen A4 short 0,8 cm black 32

239 35 Clipboard Folder MAULcork Cork A4 short 0,8 cm cork 33

235 48 Clipboard MAULcase Aluminium A4 short 0,8 cm Storage compartment, carbon-copy 
predection aluminium 34

235 46 Clipboard MAULassist Aluminium A4 short 0,8 cm Storage compartment, carbon-copy 
predection aluminium 35

234 92 Clipboard Plastic A4 short 0,8 cm Storage compartment black 36

234 95 Clipboard Plastic A4 short 0,8 cm Storage compartment, handle black 37

234 90 Clipboard Plastic A4 short 0,8 cm Storage compartment black 37

YOURLOGO

YOURLOGO

YOURLOGO

YOURLOGO

YOURLOGO

YOUR

LOGO

»  MAUL PRODUCTS WITH
ADVERTISING INSCRIPTION

Many of our products can be inscribed 
with customised advertising if purchased 
in sufficient quantities. Here are some 
examples of the numerous design 
options. The products are mostly screen 
printed or pad printed; multicolour and 
special colour printing is possible.
Feel free to contact us for advice on the 
various printing options available.
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Foldback clips mauly® 214
• For fixing documents, for hanging on a pinboard, affixing documents into files, marking of

documents - everything is kept in its place
• Documents can be quickly collected and easily separated again
• Thick lots of paper are held firmly, every mm holds 10 sheets (80 g)
• Different materials can be held together
• Ideal at home for closing bags and packets
• Environmentally friendly cardboard packaging

• Clip part made of strong spring steel
• Handles can be closed or removed
• Over 100 years of experience in clips technique
• Colour 98: 2 of each white, lime, touch of rose, atlantic blue, turquoise, sahara
• Colour 99: 2 of each white, yellow, red, blue, green, silver

PUPieces/PUClip openingWidthColoursItem

1 ctn.12 pcs.4 mm13 mm90 black, 96 light silver, 99 assorted
colours

214 13

1 ctn.12 pcs.5 mm15 mm90 black, 96 light silver, 99 assorted
colours

214 16

1 ctn.12 pcs.7 mm19 mm02 white, 15 yellow, 25 red, 37 blue,
90 black, 92 gold, 96 light silver, 98
colour mix, 99 assorted colours

214 19

1 ctn.12 pcs.9 mm25 mm90 black, 98 colour mix, 99 assorted
colours

214 25

1 ctn.12 pcs.13 mm32 mm90 black214 32

1 ctn.12 pcs.19 mm40 mm90 black214 41

1 ctn.12 pcs.25 mm50 mm90 black214 51
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mauly® 215
• For fixing documents, for hanging on a pinboard, affixing documents into files, marking of

documents - everything is kept in its place
• Documents can be quickly collected and easily separated again
• Thick lots of paper are held firmly, every mm opening holds 10 sheets of paper (80 g)
• Different materials can be held together
• Ideal at home for closing bags and packets
• Packed in protective bag

• Clip part made of strong spring steel
• Handles can be closed or removed
• Over 100 years of experience in clips technique
• 215 76: Colour 98: Consisting of 6 clips width 7 mm and 6 width 9 mm (2 each white, lime, touch

of rose, atlanic blue, turquoise, sahara) Colour 99: Consisting of: 18 x clips width 7 mm (4 white,
4 red, 4 blue, 3 yellow, 3 green); 6 x clips width 9 mm (1 white, 1 yellow, 1 red, 1 green, 2 x blue)

• 215 78: Consisting of: 36 x clips width 7 mm (12 black, 4 white, 4 red, 4 yellow, 4 blue, 4 green);
12 x clips width 9 mm (black); 2 clips width 13 mm (black)

PUPieces/PUClip openingWidthColoursItem

1 bag(s)12 pcs.4 mm13 mm90 black215 13

1 bag(s)12 pcs.5 mm15 mm90 black215 16

1 bag(s)12 pcs.7 mm19 mm90 black, 96 light silver, 99
assorted colours

215 19

1 bag(s)12 pcs.9 mm25 mm90 black, 99 assorted
colours

215 25

1 bag(s)12 pcs.13 mm32 mm90 black215 32

1 bag(s)6 pcs.19 mm40 mm90 black215 41

1 bag(s)6 pcs.25 mm50 mm90 black215 51

1 bag(s)24 pcs.assorted sizesassorted sizes98 colour mix, 99 assorted
colours

215 76

1 bag(s)50 pcs.assorted sizesassorted sizes99 assorted colours215 78

Foldback clips 213 in white cardboard box
• For fixing documents, for suspension on a pinboard, affixing documents into files, marking

of documents - everything is kept in its place
• Documents can be quickly collected and easily separated again
• Thick lots of paper are held firmly, 10 sheets of paper (80 g) per mm clamping width
• Different materials can be held together

• Clip part made of strong spring steel
• Handles can be closed or removed
• Also ideal in the household for resealing bags, pouches, etc.
• Content: 12 pieces in white cardboard box

PUPieces/PUClip openingWidthColoursItem

1 ctn.12 pcs.4 mm13 mm90 black213 13

1 ctn.12 pcs.5 mm16 mm90 black213 16

1 ctn.12 pcs.7 mm19 mm90 black, 99 assorted
colours

213 19

1 ctn.12 pcs.9 mm25 mm90 black, 99 assorted
colours

213 25

1 ctn.12 pcs.13 mm32 mm90 black, 99 assorted
colours

213 32

1 ctn.12 pcs.16 mm40 mm90 black213 41

1 ctn.12 pcs.20 mm50 mm90 black213 51
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Paper clip MAULpro, 10 pcs.
• The best of the clips in terms of material quality, strength and durability
• Designed by MAUL: Developed and constructed in our national plant
• Nearly indestructible: Made of strong steel, with extremely strong twin legs steel spring
• Long time tested, used a million times
• Strong performance: Very high retention power, large opening
• Outstanding: Warp resistant due to specific geometry, dimple handle avoids slipping of the

fingers

• The original from MAUL. A true classic, distinctive design and functionality
• Universal use: for storing, reminding, hanging, tying, sticking or pressing
• Made of steel
• Convenient: can be hung up
• 3 years guarantee
• 210 07: Colour 96: chrome-plated
• 210 09: Colour 96: chrome-plated
• 210 12: Colour 96: chrome-plated

PUClip openingWidthColoursItem

10 pc(s).12 mm55 mm90 black, 96 light silver210 05

10 pc(s).20 mm75 mm90 black, 96 light silver210 07

10 pc(s).25 mm95 mm82 grey, 90 black, 96 light silver210 09

10 pc(s).30 mm125 mm82 grey, 90 black, 96 light silver210 12

Paper clip MAULpro, 2 pcs.
• The best of the clips in terms of material quality, strength and durability
• Designed by MAUL: Developed and constructed in our national plant
• Nearly indestructible: Made of strong steel, with extremely strong twin legs steel spring
• Long time tested, used a million times
• Strong performance: Very high retention power, large opening
• Outstanding: Warp resistant due to specific geometry, dimple handle avoids slipping of the

fingers

• The original from MAUL. A true classic, distinctive design and functionality
• Universal use: for storing, reminding, hanging, tying, sticking or pressing
• Made of steel
• Convenient: can be hung up
• Guarantee 3 years

PUPieces/PUClip openingWidthColoursItem

1 bag(s).2 pcs.12 mm55 mm90 black, 96 light silver211 05

1 bag(s).2 pcs.20 mm75 mm90 black, 96 light silver211 07

1 bag(s).2 pcs.25 mm95 mm90 black, 96 light silver211 09

1 bag(s).2 pcs.30 mm125 mm90 black, 96 light silver211 12
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Paper clip MAULpro with magnet
• Clever: Magnet on the underside of the clip
• Particularly suitable for workshops, schools or production areas (many ferruginous surfaces

can be used), e.g. to fix information on machines or to be used on metal lockers or on racks
for inventories

• Designed by MAUL: Developed and constructed in our national plant
• Nearly indestructible: Made of strong steel, with extremely strong twin legs steel spring
• Magnet: Strength 4,5 kg, protection sticker on the underside of the magnet

• Universal use: to fix information, signs or hand towels
• Convenient: no drill holes due to magnetic fixing
• Long time tested clip, very high retention power, large opening
• Outstanding: warp resistant due to specific geometry, dimple handle avoids slipping of the fingers
• Made of steel
• The original from MAUL. A true classic, distinctive design and functionality
• 3 years guarantee

PUPieces/PUClip openingWidthColoursItem

1 set(s)3 pcs.20 mm75 mm96 light silver210 08

1 set(s)2 pcs.30 mm125 mm96 light silver210 13

Paper clip MAULpro with suction cup
• Functional: With a suction cup on the paper clip base
• Reliable hold on smooth surfaces, no drilling required
• Many usage options: For attaching informational sheets, signs or other equipment, or for

decorative purposes
• Designed by MAUL: Developed and constructed in our national plant
• Nearly indestructible: Made of strong steel, with extremely strong twin legs steel spring

• Wall installation by creating a vacuum
• Tip: works best on clean and smooth surfaces
• Suction cup Ø 4 cm
• Adhesive force: 1 kg vertically or horizontally on clean surfaces like glass, whiteboards or other

smooth surfaces
• Long time tested clip, very high retention power, large opening
• Outstanding: warp resistant due to specific geometry, dimple handle avoids slipping of the fingers
• Made of steel
• The original from MAUL. A true classic, distinctive design and functionality
• 3 years guarantee

PUPieces/PUClip openingWidthColoursItem

1 set(s)3 pcs.20 mm75 mm96 light silver210 06

1 set(s)2 pcs.25 mm95 mm96 light silver210 10
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Paper clip MAULstandard, bulldog
• Strong design: Fine combination of circles and curves
• Well conceived: Handle with bordered dimple for easy grip
• Sturdy: Strong spring

• Chrome-plated metal clamp and spring
• Wide choice: 3 sizes available

PUPieces/PUClip openingWidthColoursItem

1 bag(s)10 pcs.10 mm30 mm96 light silver217 30

1 bag(s)10 pcs.15 mm52 mm96 light silver217 50

1 bag(s)5 pcs.20 mm77 mm96 light silver217 70

Paper clip MAULstandard with magnet, bulldog
• Clever: magnet on the underside of the clip
• For fixing information on whiteboards or to be used in production areas (many ferruginous

surfaces available)
• Convenient: no drill holes due to magnetic fixing
• Strong design: shape made of circles and curves
• Sturdy: strong spring

• Metal clip and spring
• Well conceived: handle with bordered dimple for easy grip
• Magnet: strength 3,5 kg
• Wide choice: 3 sizes available

PUPieces/PUClip openingWidthColoursItem

1 set(s)2 pcs.10 mm30 mm96 light silver218 30

1 set(s)2 pcs.12 mm40 mm96 light silver218 40

1 set(s)2 pcs.15 mm52 mm96 light silver218 50

Paper clip
• The clip for price conscious people
• Sturdy: made of high-quality steel
• Strong: powerful spiral spring
• Comfortable: big clip opening

• Universal use: for storing, reminding, hanging, tying, sticking or pressing
• Conventient: can also be suspended
• Over 100 years of experience in clips technique

PUClip openingWidthColoursItem

10 pc(s).25 mm75 mm96 light silver209 07

10 pc(s).30 mm100 mm96 light silver209 09

10 pc(s).30 mm120 mm96 light silver209 12
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Paper clip with magnet
• Clever: magnet on the underside of the clip
• Particularly suitable for workshops or in production areas, e.g. to fix information on machines
• Also ideal for advertising stickers
• Clip made of strong steel, with strong steel spring
• Magnet: strength 1,2 kg

• Universal use: to fix information or signs
• Convenient: no drill holes due to magnetic fixing
• Recessed handle improves grip and avoids slipping of the fingers

PUClip openingWidthColoursItem

12 pc(s).23 mm40 mm96 light silver219 40

Paper clip with magnet, self-service packaging
• Clever: magnet on the underside of the clip
• Particularly suitable for workshops or in production areas, e.g. to fix information on machines
• Also ideal for advertising stickers
• Clip made of strong steel, with strong steel spring
• Magnet: strength 1,2 kg

• Universal use: to fix information or signs
• Convenient: no drill holes due to magnetic fixing
• Recessed handle improves grip and avoids slipping of the fingers

PUPieces/PUClip openingWidthColoursItem

1 bag(s)2 pcs.23 mm40 mm96 light silver219 41

Do-it-yourself assembly clip MAULpro
• For mounting on metal, plastic, wood
• Made of strong steel, with extremely powerful twin legs steel spring
• The best of the clips in terms of material quality, strength and durability
• Designed by MAUL: developed and constructed in our national plant
• To fix information that is to be often removed, e.g. visitors names at reception desks or

circuit diagrams/test plans in production areas
• Strong performance: very high retention power, large opening

• The original from MAUL. A true classic, distinctive design and functionality
• Outstanding: warp resistant due to specific geometry, dimple handle avoids slipping of the fingers
• Long time tested, used a million times
• Can be screwed for theft-proof fixing
• Fixing material not included
• 3 years guarantee

PUClip openingWidthColoursItem

10 pc(s).20 mm125 mm96 light silver225 30
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Do-it-yourself assembly clip, stainless steel
• For mounting on metal, plastic, wood
• Beautiful: retro design and brushed surface
• Made of durable stainless steel with an extremely strong stainless steel spring
• Particularly long-lasting: corrosion-resistant, hygienic, excellent temperature resistance
• For attaching informational sheets that are frequently removed or exchanged, e.g. visitor

names at the reception desk or test protocols in manufacturing, for decorative purposes
• High-performance: very high withdrawal force, wide clamping width

• Can be screwed for theft-proof fixing
• Mounting material not included

PUClip openingWidthColoursItem

2 pc(s)..20 mm147 mm95 silver226 40

Bracket clip
• For mounting on metal, plastic, wood
• Particularly flat metal easy-grip clip
• Strong: High clamp power
• To fix information that is to be often removed, e.g. visitors names at reception desks or

circuit diagrams/test plans in production areas

• Convenient: can be hung up
• Mounting material not included

PUClip openingWidthColoursItem

10 pc(s).8 mm70 mm90 black, 96 light silver224 90

10 pc(s).8 mm100 mm90 black, 96 light silver224 92

10 pc(s).8 mm120 mm90 black, 96 light silver224 94

Bracket clip, stainless steel
• For mounting on metal, plastic, wood
• Particularly flat stainless steel easy-grip clip
• Protects paper: Removable protective corners
• Powerful: High clamping force
• For attaching information, which is often removed or exchanged, e.g. visitor names at the

reception or circuit diagrams/test protocols in production areas

• Convenient: can be hung up
• Mounting material not included

PUClip openingWidthColoursItem

5 pc(s).8 mm120 mm95 silver224 84
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Width
mm

Clip 
opening

mm

Clamp 
force PU Page

214 13 • • • • • 13 4 +++ 12 pcs. 40

214 16 • • • • • 15 5 +++ 12 pcs. 40

214 19 • • • • • • • • • • • 19 7 ++++ 12 pcs. 40

214 25 • • • • • 25 9 ++++ 12 pcs. 40

214 32 • • • 32 13 ++++ 12 pcs. 40

214 41 • • • 40 19 +++++ 12 pcs. 40

214 51 • • • 50 25 +++++ 12 pcs. 40

215 13 • • • 13 4 +++ 12 pcs. 41

215 16 • • • 15 5 +++ 12 pcs. 41

215 19 • • • • • 19 7 ++++ 12 pcs. 41

215 25 • • • • 25 9 ++++ 12 pcs. 41

215 32 • • • 32 13 ++++ 12 pcs. 41

215 41 • • • 40 19 +++++ 6 pcs. 41

215 51 • • • 50 25 +++++ 6 pcs. 41

215 76 • • • • various various +++++ 24 pcs. 41

215 78 • • • various various +++++ 50 pcs. 41

213 13 • 13 4 +++ 12 pcs. 41

213 16 • 15 5 +++ 12 pcs. 41

213 19 • • 19 7 ++++ 12 pcs. 41

213 25 • • 25 9 ++++ 12 pcs. 41

213 32 • • 32 13 ++++ 12 pcs. 41

213 41 • 40 16 +++++ 12 pcs. 41

213 51 • 50 20 +++++ 12 pcs. 41

210 05 • • • 55 12 +++++ 10 pcs. 42

210 07 • • • 75 20 +++++ 10 pcs. 42

210 09 • • • • 95 25 +++++ 10 pcs. 42

210 12 • • • • 125 30 ++++ 10 pcs. 42

211 05 • • • 55 12 +++++ 2 pcs. 42

211 07 • • • 75 20 +++++ 2 pcs. 42

211 09 • • • 95 25 +++++ 2 pcs. 42

211 12 • • • 125 30 ++++ 2 pcs. 42

210 08 • • • 75 20 +++++ 3 pcs. 43

210 13 • • • 125 30 ++++ 2 pcs. 43

210 06 • • • 75 20 +++++ 3 pcs. 43

210 10 • • • 95 25 +++++ 2 pcs. 43

217 30 • • 30 10 +++ 10 pcs. 44

217 50 • • 52 15 ++++ 10 pcs. 44

217 70 • • 77 20 +++++ 5 pcs. 44

218 30 • • • 30 10 +++ 2 pcs. 44

218 40 • • • 40 12 ++++ 2 pcs. 44

218 50 • • • 52 15 ++++ 2 pcs. 44

209 07 • 75 25 +++++ 10 pcs. 44

209 09 • 100 30 ++++ 10 pcs. 44

209 12 • 120 30 ++++ 10 pcs. 44

219 40 • • • 40 23 +++ 12 pcs. 45

219 41 • • • 40 23 +++ 2 pcs. 45

225 30 • • • 125 20 ++++ 10 pcs. 45

226 40 • • • 147 20 +++++ 2 pcs. 46

224 90 • • • • 70 8 +++ 10 pcs. 46

224 92 • • • • 100 8 +++ 10 pcs. 46

224 94 • • • • 120 8 +++ 10 pcs. 46

224 84 • • • 120 8 +++ 5 pcs. 46

colour 99

COLOUR MY WORK

colour 98

colour 99
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Book ends, steel, narrow
• Decorative asymmetric cut-outs
• Made in Germany, 3 year guarantee
• Wear resistant: Made of powder coated steel, scratch resistant
• Suitable for pocketbooks, small and middle sized books, CDs and DVDs

• Smooth: round edges, no sharp borders
• Suitable for magnets: to hold notes or information, e.g. in open shelf systems
• Noble: high quality shiny surface
• The books weight on the underside prevents them falling over
• Ecologic: low emission production, can be recycled
• Stable: particularly high material thickness

PUMaterial thicknessSizeColoursItem

1 pair0,8 mm14 x 8,5 x 14 cm02 white, 82 grey, 90 black, 95
silver

350 10

Book ends, steel, wide
• Unbeatable quality
• Made in Germany, 3 year guarantee
• Wear resistant: made of powder coated steel, scratch resistant
• Suitable for nearly all books, CDs and DVDs

• Smooth: round edges, no sharp borders
• Suitable for magnets: to hold notes or information, e.g. in open shelf systems
• Individualisation: special colours on request
• Noble: high quality shiny surface
• The books weight on the underside prevents them falling over
• Ecologic: low emission production, can be recycled
• Stable: particularly high material thickness

PUMaterial thicknessSizeColoursItem

1 pair0,8 mm14 x 12 x 14 cm02 white, 82 grey, 90 black, 95
silver

350 62
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Book ends, steel, with surface protection
• Particularly smooth for sensitive furniture
• All over special coating with black felt on the underside
• Unbeatable stability
• Made in Germany, 3 year guarantee
• Wear resistant: Made of powder coated steel, scratch resistant
• Suitable for nearly all books, CDs and DVDs

• Smooth: round edges, no sharp borders
• Suitable for magnets: to hold notes or information, e.g. in open shelf systems
• Noble: high quality shiny surface
• The books weight on the underside prevents them falling over
• Ecologic: low emission production, can be recycled
• Stable: particularly high material thickness

PUMaterial thicknessSizeColoursItem

1 pair0,8 mm14 x 12 x 14 cm90 black350 63

Book ends, steel, magnetic adhesion
• Magnetic sheet on the underside, holds on any ferruginous surface
• Unbeatable stability
• Made in Germany, 3 year guarantee
• Wear resistant: Powder coated steel, scratch resistant
• The magnetic attraction on the underside allows for holding large and heavy books

• Smooth: rounded edges, no sharp borders
• Notes and advices can be fixed on the side with additional magnet, e.g. for open storage racks
• Smart: high quality glossy surface
• Ecologic: low emission production, can be recycled
• Stable: particularly big material thickness

PUMaterial thicknessSizeColoursItem

1 pair0,8 mm14 x 12 x 14 cm82 grey, 90 black, 95 silver350 65
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Filing ends, steel
• For real heavyweights: The best in terms of stability in top quality
• Strengthening ribs for maximum toughness
• Made in Germany, 3 year guarantee
• Wear resistant: Made of powder coated steel, scratch resistant
• Suitable for all books, particularly for large and heavy files, books or atlases

• Smooth: round edges, no sharp borders
• Suitable for magnets: to hold notes or information, e.g. in open shelf systems
• Noble: high quality shiny surface
• The books weight on the underside prevents them falling over
• Ecologic: low emission production, can be recycled

PUMaterial thicknessSizeColoursItem

1 pair0,8 mm14 x 12 x 24 cm02 white, 82 grey, 90 black354 30

1 pair1 mm24 x 16,8 x 24 cm82 grey, 90 black354 50

Book ends, aluminium
• Stylish: Brushed silver anodised aluminium
• Designed by MAUL
• Very stable but particularly low weight, extremely big material thickness 1 - 1,5 mm
• Suitable for all books (depending on the book ends size), CDs or DVDs

• Noble: high quality shiny surface, varnished, rustproof and scratch resistant
• Smooth: round edges, no sharp borders
• The books weight on the underside prevents them falling over
• Ecologic: can be recycled

PUMaterial thicknessSizeColoursItem

1 pair1 mm10 x 8 x 10 cm08 aluminium352 73

1 pair1,2 mm10 x 10 x 13 cm08 aluminium352 75

1 pair1,2 mm12 x 12 x 17,5 cm08 aluminium352 77

1 pair1,5 mm16 x 15 x 21 cm08 aluminium352 79
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Book ends, acrylic
• Elegant high quality acrylic material, fits harmonically in every office environment
• Gentle: Transparent rubber suction feet and rounded edges prevent scratching the

underground
• Trapeziform vertical side
• Suitable for pocketbooks, small and middle-sized books, CDs and DVDs
• Visibility: The book is fully visible

• Strong: made of best crystal clear acrylic material, thickness 4 mm
• Noble: high quality shiny surface
• Long life and high stability due to complex manufacturing process
• The books weight on the underside prevents them falling over
• Ecologic: low emission production, can be recycled
• Fits all acrylic products from MAUL

PUMaterial thicknessSizeColoursItem

1 pair4 mm13,6 x 9,3 x 15,8 cm05 transparent195 80

Book ends, acrylic
• Elegant high quality acrylic material, fits harmonically in every office environment
• Clever: Slanted edges allow easy sliding under the books
• Suitable for all books (depending on the book ends size), CDs and DVDs
• Visibility: The book is fully visible

• Strong: made of best crystal clear acrylic material, extreme big thickness 2,5 - 4 mm
• Noble: high quality shiny surface
• Smooth: round edges, no sharp borders
• Long life and high stability due to complex manufacturing process
• The books weight on the underside prevents them falling over
• Ecologic: low emission production, can be recycled
• Fits all acrylic products from MAUL

PUMaterial thicknessSizeColoursItem

1 pair2,5 mm10 x 8 x 10 cm05 transparent351 33

1 pair3 mm10 x 10 x 13 cm05 transparent351 35

1 pair3,5 mm12 x 12 x 17 cm05 transparent351 37

1 pair4 mm16 x 15 x 21 cm05 transparent351 39

Acrylic bookends, neon, transparent
• Trendy model in bright colours
• Visibility: The book is fully visible
• Noble: High quality shiny surface
• Clever: Slanted edges allow easy sliding under the books
• Suitable for paperbacks, small and middle-sized books, CDs and DVDs

• Strong: made of best acrylic material, extra strong, thickness 3 mm
• Smooth: round edges, no sharp borders
• The books weight on the underside prevents them falling over
• Ecologic: low emission production, can be recycled
• Fits the MAULneon clipboards

PUMaterial thicknessSizeColoursItem

1 pair3 mm10 x 10 x 13 cm11 transparent yellow, 21 transparent pink,
31 transparent blue

351 36
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Stamp rack - round version
• Stamps stay in place when rack is turned
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• Sturdy construction

• Rotating rack, base Ø 8,5 cm
• Rack tilted upwards
• Powder-coated metal, scratch-resistant, insensitive
• 510 06: 1 tier. Opening for stamps 5x Ø 1,5 cm; 1x Ø 1,8 cm
• 510 08: 1 tier. Opening for stamps 6x Ø 1,7 cm; 2x Ø 2,1 cm
• 510 10: 1 tier. Opening for stamps 8x Ø 1,7 cm; 2x Ø 2,2 cm
• 510 12: 1 tier. Opening for stamps 7x Ø 1,5 cm; 2x Ø 1,7 cm; 3x Ø 2,2 cm
• 510 18: 2 tiers. Opening for stamps 14x Ø 1,7 cm; 2x Ø 2,1 cm; 2x Ø 2,2 cm

PUSize (ØxH)For number of
stamps

ColoursItem

1 pc(s).11 x 10 cm690 black510 06

1 pc(s).12 x 10 cm890 black510 08

1 pc(s).14 x 10 cm1090 black510 10

1 pc(s).16 x 10 cm1290 black510 12

1 pc(s).14 x 19 cm1890 black510 18

Stamp rack - straight version
• Storage of stamps in the same place, no more searching
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• Sturdy construction

• Powder-coated metal, scratch-resistant, insensitive
• Opening for stamps Ø 1,6 cm

PUSidesSizeFor number of
stamps

ColoursItem

1 pc(s).One side15,6 x 6 x 6,5 cm490 black522 04

1 pc(s).One side22,5 x 6 x 6,5 cm690 black522 06

1 pc(s).Two sides15,6 x 12 x 6,5 cm890 black522 08

1 pc(s).Two sides22,5 x 12 x 6,5 cm1290 black522 12

Stamp rack, acrylic
• High-quality acrylic material
• Sturdy: Injected in one piece
• Storage of stamps in the same place, no more searching
• Rubber suction feet included

• Material thickness 0,4 cm
• Opening for stamps 1,7 cm

PUSizeFor number of stampsColoursItem

1 pc(s).15,5 x 6,4 x 7 cm405 transparent195 93
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Spike file, 10 pcs.
• Ideal beside cash tills, on counters
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years

• With or without safety button
• Powder-coated metal base
• Stainless steel needle
• Ø 8,5 cm, height 17 cm

PUSafety buttonColoursItem

10 pc(s).without90 black320 11

10 pc(s).with90 black320 19

Spike file
• Ideal beside cash tills, on counters
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years

• Powder-coated metal base
• Stainless steel needle
• Ø 8,5 cm, height 17 cm

PUSafety buttonColoursItem

1 pc(s).without90 black320 13

Safety button for spike files
• Shock-proof plastic material
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years

PUColoursItem

10 pc(s).90 black320 90
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Pen holder Modern
• Modern design
• On counters and in offices open to the public, banks and authorities
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• Patented

• Firm base
• Document-proof ink
• Refill type A2, black ink
• Shock-proof plastic base
• Can be screwed on to the desk
• With adhesive pads on request
• Robust chain, length 40 cm
• Height: 15 cm

PUBase sizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).11,2 x 10,8 x 4 cm37 blue, 90 black439 30

Pen holder Exclusive
• Exclusive design
• On counters and in offices open to the public, banks and authorities
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years

• Firm base
• Document-proof ink
• Refill type A2, black ink
• Shock-proof plastic base
• Non-slip foam-backed base
• Robust chain, length 40 cm

PUSize (ØxH)ColoursItem

1 pc(s).11,4 x 15 cm90 black441 20
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Pen holder Stable
• On counters and in offices open to the public, banks and authorities
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years

• Firm base
• Document-proof ink
• Refill type A2, black ink
• Firm shock-proof plastic base, with metal inlay
• Sturdy plastic pen holder
• Robust chain, length 40 cm

PUSize (ØxH)ColoursItem

1 pc(s).11 x 17 cm90 black441 50

Pen holder Acrylic
• Can complement every office environment
• Noble stainless steel pen on a strong chain
• On counters and in offices open to the public, banks and authorities
• Made in Germany

• Firm base
• Document-proof ink
• Refill type G2, black ink
• Sturdy high-quality acrylic base for stability
• Transparent suction feet included
• Robust chain, length 42 cm

PUSize (ØxH)ColoursItem

1 pc(s).11 x 16,5 cm05 transparent442 70
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Desk organizer MAULroundbox recycling
• greener@work: Made from more than 85% recycled post-consumer plastic
• Awarded the environmental award "Blue Angel"
• Made in Germany: Manufactured in a sustainable and socially responsible way
• The original from MAUL. A true classic, distinctive design and functionality
• For organised offices and private spaces
• Convenient access: 6 large individual compartments with a stacked design, includes card

holder/note compartment/mobile phone compartment
• Elegant design, high-quality material
• For your desk, kitchen, workshop, or cosmetics

• Matt surface
• Guarantee 3 years
• Ø 14 cm, height 12,5 cm
• The various container sizes of the pencil holder provide space for small items, such as paper clips

or pins, but also writing utensils, erasers, glue, scissors, rulers, brushes

PUColoursItem

1 pc(s).02.ECO white, 25.ECO red, 37.ECO blue, 90.ECO black411 76
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Clip dispenser MAULpro recycling
• greener@work: Made from more than 85% recycled post-consumer plastic
• Awarded the environmental award "Blue Angel"
• Made in Germany: Manufactured in a sustainable and socially responsible way
• Clips always at hand
• Matt surface
• Guarantee 3 years

• With central magnet
• Shock-proof plastic material
• Top part removable for convenient filling of clips
• Large capacity
• 15 clips included
• Ø 7,3 cm, height 6 cm

PUColoursItem

1 pc(s).02.ECO white, 25.ECO red, 37.ECO blue, 90.ECO black301 23

mauly®-dispenser MAULpro recycling
• greener@work: made from more than 85% recycled post-consumer plastic
• Awarded the environmental award "Blue Angel"
• Made in Germany: manufactured in a sustainable and socially responsible way
• maulys® always at hand
• Matt surface
• Guarantee 3 years

• With central magnet
• Shock-proof plastic material
• Top part removable for convenient filling of maulys
• Large capacity
• Ø 7,3 cm, height 6 cm
• 12 maulys® included

PUColoursItem

1 pc(s).90.ECO black301 24
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Desk organiser MAULroundbox
• The original from MAUL. A true classic, distinctive design and functionality
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• For organised offices and private spaces
• Convenient access: 6 large individual compartments with a stacked design includes card

holder/note compartment/mobile phone compartment
• Elegant design, high-quality material
• For your desk, kitchen, workshop, or cosmetics

• Made of shock-resistant ABS, (transparent color: made of PS), glossy finish
• Ø 14 cm, height 12,5 cm
• The various container sizes of the pencil holder provide space for small items, such as paper clips

or pins, but also writing utensils, erasers, glue, Scissors, rulers, brushes

PUColoursItem

1 pc(s).02 white, 05 transparent, 23 touch of rose, 25 red, 32 atlantic blue, 37 blue, 52
lime, 54 light green, 72 sahara, 82 grey, 90 black

411 76
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Pencil basket MAULtubo
• New design: Available in 8 modern colours
• 6 different basket sizes with larger diameters for more pieces
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• No wobbling: Particularly durable construction
• An organised desk: For pencils and other supplies
• For your desk, kitchen, workshop, or cosmetics accessories

• Glossy finish
• The various basket sizes provide space for small items, such as paper clips or pins, but also writing

utensils, erasers, glue, scissors, rulers, brushes
• Made of durable PS
• Dimensions Ø approx. 15 cm, height 12,5 cm
• Minimum order 12 pieces for colours 02, 05, 23, 32, 52, 72
• Minimum order 24 pieces for colours 37 and 90

PUColoursItem

12 pc(s)., 24 pc(s).02 white, 05 transparent, 23 touch of rose, 32 atlantic blue, 37 blue, 52
lime, 72 sahara, 90 black

411 55
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• Clips always at hand
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years

•
•
•
•
•
•

• maulys® always at hand
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years

•
•
•
•
•
•

DESK ACCESSORIES

Touch of Rose Atlantic Blue

Lime

Sahara

COLOUR MY WORK
These colours bring a breath of fresh air into 

Work in the Lighting and Magnet sections or on 
page 10.

Follow us on
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Letter tray MAULacro
• Exclusive desk accessories
• Timeless and elegant design
• Designed by MAUL
• Aesthetic arrangement of materials; polished acrylic and anodised aluminium

• High quality and functional use of material
• High stability due to the weight of the material combination
• Transparent rubber suction feet
• Suitable for DIN A4
• Stackable

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).32,2 x 26 x 5,6 cm05 transparent196 00

Mini sorter MAULacro
• The elegant small archive
• Designed by MAUL
• Exclusive desk accessories
• Timeless and elegant design
• Aesthetic arrangement of materials; polished acrylic and anodised aluminium

• High quality and functional use of material
• High stability due to the weight of the material combination
• Transparent rubber suction feet
• One compartment for formats up to A5

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).11 x 6 x 9,3 cm05 transparent196 20

Notecube holder MAULacro
• Notes with style
• Designed by MAUL
• Exclusive desk accessories
• Timeless and elegant design
• Aesthetic arrangement of materials; polished acrylic and anodised aluminium

• High quality and functional use of material
• High stability due to the weight of the material combination
• Transparent rubber suction feet
• Suitable for notes up to 9 cm, with two compartments
• Delivery without notes

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).11,1 x 7,1 x 10,1 cm05 transparent196 40
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Pen tub MAULacro
• Stylistic storage
• Designed by MAUL
• Exclusive desk accessories
• Timeless and elegant design
• Aesthetic arrangement of materials; polished acrylic and anodised aluminium

• High quality and functional use of material
• High stability due to the weight of the material combination
• Transparent rubber suction feet

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).8,6 x 6 x 9,3 cm05 transparent196 50

Pen tray MAULacro
• Contour harmony
• Designed by MAUL
• Exclusive desk accessories
• Timeless and elegant design
• Aesthetic arrangement of materials; polished acrylic and anodised aluminium

• High quality and functional use of material
• High stability due to the weight of the material combination
• Transparent rubber suction feet

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).20,8 x 7 x 3,2 cm05 transparent196 60

Business card box MAULacro
• Designed function
• Designed by MAUL
• Exclusive desk accessories
• Timeless and elegant design
• Aesthetic arrangement of materials; polished acrylic and anodised aluminium

• High quality and functional use of material
• High stability due to the weight of the material combination
• Transparent rubber suction feet
• A-Z index

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).17 x 12,2 x 7,5 cm05 transparent196 63
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Clip holder MAULacro
• Stylish + functional
• Designed by MAUL
• Exclusive desk accessories
• Timeless and elegant design
• Aesthetic arrangement of materials; polished acrylic and anodised aluminium

• High quality and functional use of material
• High stability due to the weight of the material combination
• Transparent rubber suction feet
• Clips are held tightly by magnet set in the aluminium
• Delivery without clips

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).9 x 6 x 2 cm05 transparent196 95
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Acrylic drawer organiser
• Closed storage system protecting documents
• Suitable for A4 format
• Elegant for desks or sideboards
• Practical: Drawers can be opened with grip hole
• Very stable
• High quality acrylic material
• Long life and high stability thanks to complex manufacturing process

• Crystal clear, transparent and elegant
• Can complement every office environment
• Can be used seperately or stacked

PUSizeNumber of drawersColoursItem

1 pc(s).32 x 24 x 13,5 cm305 transparent195 04

1 pc(s).32 x 24 x 21,9 cm505 transparent195 06

Acrylic letter tray
• Suitable for A4 format
• Stackable: Vertically or stepwise
• Very stable: Material thickness 4 mm
• High quality acrylic material
• Crystal clear, transparent and elegant
• Long life and high stability thanks to complex manufacturing process

• Can complement every office environment

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).33,1 x 24,7 x 6,2 cm05 transparent195 01
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Acrylic note tray, A6 format
• For receipts, bank receipts, prescription forms, vouchers, notes and sales slips
• For doctors' surgeries, banks, offices, pharmacies and sales counters
• Stockable: Vertically or stairecase-shaped 2 cm set back for an easy withdrawal
• High quality acrylic material
• Very stable and solid
• The demanding production process ensures a long life and stability

• Can complement every office environment
• Subtle, timeless design
• Stack up to 4 boxes
• Stable: material thickness 3 mm
• Fill level: 4,8 cm

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).16,3 x 11,8 x 5,4 cm05 transparent195 30

Acrylic magazine file
• Designed by MAUL
• High quality acrylic material
• Straightens up the desk: Storage of documents, notepads and catalogues upto A4 format
• Very stable stand
• Crystal clear, transparent and elegant
• The demanding production process ensures a long life and stability

• Can complement every office environment
• Material thickness 4 mm

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).26,1 x 9,5 x 30,8 cm05 transparent195 10
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Acrylic card rack
• For notes, business cards, cards etc.
• High quality acrylic material
• The small elegant archive
• Very stable
• Crystal clear, transparent and elegant
• The demanding production process ensures a long life and stability

• Can complement every office environment
• Two compartments
• Transparent rubber suction feet included
• Material thickness 4 mm

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).15,1 x 9,8 x 10 cm05 transparent195 20

Acrylic catalogue rack
• For magazines, catalogues, booklets
• Closed sidewalls: Catalogue pages do not get caught
• Very stable
• For archives, on desks, office and homes
• High quality acrylic material
• Crystal clear, transparent and elegant
• The demanding production process ensures a long life and stability

• Can complement every office environment
• Three compartments, width 85 mm
• Transparent rubber suction feet included

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).27 x 20,8 x 15,8 cm05 transparent195 85

Acrylic deskmat
• Crystal clear acrylic deskmat, break resistant
• Very flat: Material thickness 3 mm
• Crystal clear, transparent and elegant
• Always in sight: Place notes, business cards and calendar under the desk mat
• The demanding production process ensures a long life and stability

• Can complement every office environment
• Rounded corners
• Discreet, timeless design: does not distract from the desk

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).60 x 40 x 0,3 cm05 transparent195 89
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Acrylic index card holder
• 100 index cards and A-Z index included
• High quality acrylic material
• Nicely sorted: For adresses. vocabulary or recipes
• Top and bottom of holder are held together by a hinge
• Very stable
• Crystal clear, transparent and elegant
• The demanding production process ensures a long life and stability

• Can complement every office environment
• Name slot for identification

PUSizeFor FormatColoursItem

1 pc(s).12 x 10 x 9,5 cmA705 transparent195 26

1 pc(s).15,9 x 12,7 x 12,5 cmA605 transparent195 28

Acrylic business card box
• Find your business cards the fast way
• With A-Z index
• Designed by MAUL
• Magnetic lock: 4 neodymium-magnets hold the lid in place
• High quality acrylic material
• Crystal clear, transparent and elegant
• The demanding production process ensures a long life and stability

• Can complement every office environment
• Transparent rubber suction feet included

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).11,6 x 19,1 x 7,2 cm05 transparent195 63

Acrylic notecube holder 9 x 9 cm
• The classic for notecubes
• High quality acrylic material
• Easy to take from two sides
• Very stable: Material thickness 4 mm
• Crystal clear, transparent and elegant
• The demanding production process ensures a long life and stability

• Can complement every office environment
• Transparent rubber suction feet included
• Notecubes not included

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).10,2 x 10,2 x 10,9 cm05 transparent195 40
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Acrylic pen tub
• For pens, letter openers, scissors and other stationary
• High quality acrylic material
• Front bevelled making withdrawal more easy
• Very stable: Material thickness 5 mm
• Crystal clear, transparent and elegant
• The demanding production process ensures a long life and stability

• Can complement every office environment
• Transparent rubber suction feet included

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).7 x 7 x 10,4 cm05 transparent195 50

Acrylic deskbox
• For pens, letter openers, scissors and other stationary
• High quality acrylic material, long lasting and very stable
• With 5 tubes, so pens can easily be found
• Elegant design, attractive from each side
• Crystal clear, transparent and elegant

• Can complement every office environment
• High quality acrylic material

PUSize (ØxH)ColoursItem

1 pc(s).10 x 10,1 cm05 transparent195 51

Acrylic pen tray
• For pens, letter openers, scissors and other stationary
• High quality acrylic material, material thickness 4 mm
• Bevelled front makes withdrawal easy
• Crystal clear, transparent and elegant
• The demanding production process ensures a long life and stability

• Can complement every office environment
• Transparent rubber suction feet included

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).22 x 10 x 3 cm05 transparent195 60
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Acrylic mobile phone holder
• Universal use: For all common mobile phone formats
• Placing the smartphone in horizontal or vertical position
• Useful: Cavity to protect the cable from bending
• Clever: Continuous adjustment of the inclination angle up to 60° to ensure an optimal viewing

angle
• Stable and solid
• High quality acrylic material

• The demanding production process ensures a long life and stability
• Can complement every office environment
• At home or in the office area, to view photos or watch films
• Subtle, timeless design
• Material thickness: 4 mm, base 5 mm

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).9,7 x 10,5 x 7,6 cm05 transparent195 75

Acrylic tape dispenser
• Decorative and practical: Tape dispenser and pen holder for two pens
• High quality acrylic material
• Material thickness 5 mm
• Crystal clear, transparent and elegant
• The demanding production process ensures a long life and stability

• Can complement every office environment
• Tape not included
• Suitable for tapes with a width of up to 19 mm width, a filling height of up to 33 mm and a core

diameter of 26 mm
• Transparent rubber suction feet included

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).12,8 x 5 x 5,5 cm05 transparent195 70

Acrylic hole punch
• Easy to use hole punch
• High quality acrylic material
• Crystal clear, transparent and elegant
• The demanding production process ensures a long life and stability

• Can complement every office environment
• Hole spacing 8 cm
• Max. 8 sheets of paper (80 g/m²)

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).10,7 x 6,3 x 6,9 cm05 transparent195 91
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Acrylic stapler
• Elegant stapler for max. 15 sheets of paper (80 g/m²)
• For closed and open staples
• High quality acrylic material
• Crystal clear, transparent and elegant
• The demanding production process ensures a long life and stability

• Can complement every office environment
• For staples nos. 24/6 and 26/6
• Transparent rubber suction feet included

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).12,4 x 3,3 x 5,6 cm05 transparent195 92

Acrylic clip holder
• Always have your paperclips at hand
• High quality acrylic material
• Easy to withdraw thanks to bevelled front
• Crystal clear, transparent and elegant
• The demanding production process ensures a long life and stability

• Can complement every office environment
• Material thickness 5 mm

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).8,7 x 7,7 x 6,5 cm05 transparent195 95

Acrylic business card holder
• For presenting or archiving business cards
• High quality acrylic material
• Easy to withdraw
• Holds up to 35 normal-sized cards
• Crystal clear, transparent and elegant
• The demanding production process ensures a long life and stability

• Can complement every office environment

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).11 x 4,5 x 3,2 cm05 transparent195 94
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Acrylic picture-frame, magnetic closure
• Clip on picture frame for menus, photos, name cards
• Portrait and landscape format, insert from both sides possible
• Can complement every office environment
• High quality acrylic material

• The demanding production process ensures a long life and stability
• Magnetic closure

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).7,5 x 5 x 2 cm05 transparent195 46

1 pc(s).11,5 x 9 x 2,4 cm05 transparent195 47

1 pc(s).15 x 11,5 x 2,4 cm05 transparent195 48

1 pc(s).17,8 x 12,7 x 3 cm05 transparent195 49

1 pc(s).14,9 x 21,1 x 3 cm05 transparent195 43
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Picture-frame aluminium
• High quality aluminium frame in various sizes
• Portrait and landscape format, for hanging (all formats) and standing (194 44 - 194 58)
• Elegant: Anodised aluminium frame
• For pictures, menus or advertisements in shop windows, buffets, restaurants, in offices or at

home
• Tip: Create a stylish picture board using a combination of different formats
• Stable: Frames connected in corners and reinforced
• Minimalistic forms, restrained design

• Easy to use: quick fasteners with turning springs, permanently rivetted, can't get lost
• Crystal clear and safe: high-quality plastic glass
• Includes passe-partout
• Stable: backwall and stand made of MDF, easily holds upto format 30 x 40 cm
• 100 % recycable

PUVisible sizeFor picturesColoursItem

1 pc(s).9 x 14 cm10 x 15 cm, approx. A605 transparent194 44

1 pc(s).12 x 17 cm13 x 18 cm, approx. B605 transparent194 48

1 pc(s).14 x 20 cm15 x 21 cm, approx. A505 transparent194 50

1 pc(s).20 x 29 cm21 x 30 cm, approx. A405 transparent194 54

1 pc(s).29 x 39 cm30 x 40 cm, approx. A305 transparent194 58

1 pc(s).39 x 59 cm40 x 60 cm, approx. A205 transparent194 60

1 pc(s).49 x 69 cm50 x 70 cm, approx. B205 transparent194 64

1 pc(s).59 x 79 cm60 x 80 cm, approx. A105 transparent194 68

1 pc(s).69 x 99 cm70 x 100 cm, approx. B105 transparent194 72
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Safety knife MAULwork, 18 mm
• Safety function: Front sliding element with automatic blade retraction
• GS Label (tested security)
• Tough: Sturdy zinc die-cast casing, zinc die-cast blade guide
• Convenient: Cord-cutting function on the underside, also for twine
• Black blade with three locking positions (retracted, half and completely extended), made

of particularly hard carbon-steel, double-sided use
• Easy and tool-free blade replacement

• Includes extra blade compartment for up to 4 blades
• Ergonomically shaped: non-slip rubber grip in signal colours
• Can also be hung up or attached

PUColoursItem

1 pc(s).90 black777 22

Safety knife MAULexpert, 18 mm
• Safety function: The blade retracts automatically when released
• Suitable for right-handed and left-handed use thanks to central arrangement of the slider

blade adjustment
• GS Label (tested security)
• Convenient: Cord-cutting function on the underside, also for twine
• Tempered steel blade, double-sided use
• Easy and tool-free blade replacement
• Includes 5 extra blades, cartridge for up to 5 blades in the handle

• With blade advancement, fully retractable blade
• Cuts packing twine with retracted blade
• Aluminium die-cast casing and blade guide
• Can also be hung up or attached
• Ergonomically shaped: non-slip rubber grip with slip guard

PUColoursItem

1 pc(s).90 black778 22

Safety knife MAULtool, 18 mm
• Safety function: Front sliding element with automatic blade retraction
• GS Label (tested security)
• Sturdy: Zinc die-cast casing with break-resistant ABS plastic cover
• Blade advancement with catch, additional 2 cm variable safety pull-out, made of particularly

hard carbon steel
• Easy and tool-free blade replacement

• Convenient: with blade advancement, metal blade guide with automatic retraction, lockable in
17 positions

• Non-slip rubber grip in signal colours
• Can also be hung up or attached

PUColoursItem

1 pc(s).96 light silver777 18
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Knife profi plus, 18 mm
• Sturdy: Zinc die-cast casing
• Convenient: Blade is locked via the screw lock
• Non-slip rubber grip in signal colours
• Tempered steel blade

• With blade advancement, metal blade guide with automatic retraction
• Extremely sharp
• Can also be hung up or attached

PUColoursItem

1 pc(s).09 other776 18

Knife metal, 18 mm
• With non-slip ribbed metal
• Compact: Particularly flat
• Sturdy: Zinc die-cast casing
• Tempered steel blade

• With blade advancement, metal blade guide with automatic retraction
• Extremely sharp
• Can also be hung up or attached

PUColoursItem

1 pc(s).09 other775 18

Knife profi, 18 mm
• Convenient: Automatic blade replacement
• Includes 2 extra blades
• Ergonomically shaped: Non-slip rubber grip with slip guard
• Tempered steel blade, housing made of non-breakable plastic

• With blade advancement, metal blade guide with automatic retraction
• Extremely sharp
• Can also be hung up or attached

PUColoursItem

1 pc(s).84 grey774 18

Knife profi, 9 mm
• Convenient: Automatic blade replacement
• Includes 2 extra blades
• Ergonomically shaped: Non-slip rubber grip with slip guard
• Tempered steel blade, housing made of non-breakable plastic

• With blade advancement, metal blade guide with automatic retraction
• Extremely sharp
• Can also be hung up or attached

PUColoursItem

1 pc(s).84 grey774 09
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Knife with rubber grip, 18 mm
• Easy to grip: Non-slip rubber grip with slip guard
• Includes 2 extra blades
• Tempered steel blade, housing made of non-breakable plastic

• With blade advancement, metal blade guide with automatic retraction
• Extremely sharp

PUColoursItem

1 pc(s).84 grey773 18

Knife with rubber grip, 9 mm
• Easy to grip: Non-slip rubber grip with slip guard
• Includes 2 extra blades
• Tempered steel blade, housing made of non-breakable plastic

• With blade advancement, metal blade guide with automatic retraction
• Extremely sharp

PUColoursItem

1 pc(s).84 grey773 09

Replacement blades, 18 mm
• For all 18 mm knives (except Art.-No. 778 22 90, 777 22 90)
• 10 pieces per pack

PUColoursItem

1 pack09 other779 18

Replacement blades trapezium, 19 mm
• Replacement blades for knives Art.-No. 778 22 90, 777 22 90
• 10 pieces per pack

PUColoursItem

1 pack09 other778 69

Stainless steel letter opener MAULslim
• Dynamic design with diamond-shape

• Attractive self-service packaging
• Stainless steel narrow blade, smooth surface handle

PULengthColoursItem

12 pc(s).24,4 cm96 light silver750 15
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Letter opener MAULpro with rubber-coated handle
• Stylish design: Black coated blade
• Comfortable grip thanks to rubber inlay

• Attractive self-service packaging

PULengthColoursItem

12 pc(s).21,3 cm96 light silver752 30

Electric letter opener
• Open envelopes the easy and clean way
• Cutting width approx. 2,5 mm

• Stainless steel cutting wheels, shock-proof plastic housing
• 4 batteries 1,5 V (AA) included
• Attractive self-service packaging

PUSizeLengthColoursItem

1 pc(s).7,4 x 7 x 4 cm7,4 cm90 black756 18

Scissors, black
• Elegant colours, noble design
• Designed by MAUL

• Rubber handles for holding and cutting with ease
• Non-stick stainless steel blades
• Attractive self-service packing

PUInch SizeLengthColoursItem

12 pc(s).5,915 cm90 black769 06

12 pc(s).7.118 cm90 black769 07

12 pc(s).8.521,5 cm90 black769 08

12 pc(s).10.226 cm90 black769 10

Professional scissors
• Tested with 60.000 cuts
• Smooth moving, shock-proof plastic handles

• Made of ice-tempered stainless steel with matt finish
• Attractive self-service packaging

PUInch SizeLengthColoursItem

12 pc(s).6.316 cm90 black766 06

12 pc(s).8.521,5 cm90 black766 08
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Pocket calculator M 8
• Handy, MAUL quality pocket calculator
• Large, 8-digit display
• Particularly flat: Fits in any bag, briefcase, satchel or backpack
• Makes life colourful: In three trendy colours
• Faster to find: Function keys and number keys in different colours
• Fits well in the hand: Compact size, rounded edges
• Energy-saving: Solar and battery powered, automatic switch-off

• 8-digit LCD display
• 1-line display
• 3-key memory
• Per cent key
• Calculation of roots
• Automatic switch-off
• Fingers do not slip off: rubberised keys
• Warranty: 5 years
• Includes one battery (LR1130)
• Environmentally friendly packaging made of cardboard, without additional plastic bags, with Euro

hole suspension

PUSizeWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).11,5 x 6,9 x 1,0 cm45 g22 pink, 34 light blue, 90 black726 10

Pocket calculator M 12
• Handy, MAUL quality pocket calculator
• Large, 12-digit display
• Particularly flat: Fits in any bag, briefcase, satchel or backpack
• Faster to find: Function keys and number keys in different colours
• Fits well in the hand: Compact size, rounded edges
• Energy-saving: Solar and battery powered, automatic switch-off
• Warranty: 5 years

• 12-digit LCD display
• 1-line display
• 3-key memory
• Per cent key
• Calculation of roots
• Automatic switch-off
• Fingers do not slip off: rubberised keys
• Includes one battery (LR1130)
• Environmentally friendly packaging made of cardboard, without additional plastic bags, with Euro

hole suspension

PUSizeWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).11,5 x 6,9 x 1,0 cm46 g90 black726 14
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Pocket calculator M 112
• A compact calculator for everyday business in MAUL quality
• Everything you need to see on the large 12-digit display
• With percentage and tax calculation
• Cool design: Aluminum front
• Particularly flat: Fits in any bag, briefcase, satchel or backpack
• Faster to find: Important keys in different colours
• Energy-saving: Solar and battery powered, automatic switch-off

• 12-digit LCD display
• 1-line display
• 3-key memory
• Tax calculation: price including/excluding tax key
• Per cent key
• Delete key: deletes the previously entered number
• Double zero key
• Automatic switch-off
• Fits well in the hand: compact size, rounded edges
• Sturdy: plastic keys, easy to clean
• Warranty: 5 years
• Includes one battery (LR1130)
• Environmentally friendly packaging made of cardboard, without additional plastic bags, with Euro

hole suspension

PUSizeWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).11,9 x 7,0 x 1,0 cm52 g95 silver726 22

Desktop calculator MJ 450
• The young design all-rounder, 11,3 x 7,2 cm
• MAUL quality: Precision and reliability, even on the go
• Makes life colourful: In three trendy colours
• Faster to find: Function keys and number keys in different colours
• Ergonomic: Large, angled display for better reading
• Fits well in the hand: Compact size, rounded edges
• Energy-saving: Solar and battery powered, automatic switch-off

• 8-digit LCD display
• 1-line display
• 3-key memory
• Per cent key
• Calculation of roots
• Automatic switch-off
• Sturdy: plastic keys, easy to clean
• Warranty: 5 years
• Includes one battery (LR1130)
• Environmentally friendly packaging made of cardboard, without additional plastic bags, with Euro

hole suspension

PUSizeWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).11,3 x 7,2 x 1,9 cm49 g22 pink, 34 light blue, 90 black726 30
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Desktop calculator MJ 550
• The young design all-rounder, 15,5 x 11 cm
• MAUL quality: Precision and reliability, even on the go
• Makes life colourful: In three trendy colours
• Faster to find: Function keys and number keys in different colours
• Ergonomic: Large, angled display for better reading
• Fits well in the hand: Compact size, rounded edges
• Energy-saving: Solar and battery powered, automatic switch-off

• 8-digit LCD display
• 1-line display
• 3-key memory
• Per cent key
• Calculation of roots
• Change sign
• Automatic switch-off
• Sturdy: plastic keys, easy to clean
• Warranty: 5 years
• Includes one battery (LR1130)
• Environmentally friendly packaging made of cardboard, without additional plastic bags, with Euro

hole suspension

PUSizeWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).15,5 x 11,0 x 2,5 cm107 g22 pink, 34 light blue, 90 black726 34

Desktop calculator MC 8
• Sturdy, robust desktop calculator with professional look
• MAUL quality: Precision and reliability at your desk or on the go
• With large, 8-digit display and double zero key
• Faster to find: Important keys in different colours
• Ergonomic: Angled display for better reading
• Sturdy: Plastic keys, easy to clean
• Energy-saving: Solar and battery powered, automatic switch-off

• 8-digit LCD display
• 1-line display
• 3-key memory
• Per cent key
• Calculation of roots
• Double zero key
• Change sign
• Automatic switch-off
• Warranty: 5 years
• Includes one battery (LR1130)
• Environmentally friendly packaging made of cardboard, without additional plastic bags, with Euro

hole suspension

PUSizeWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).13,7 x 10,3 x 3,1 cm98 g90 black726 50
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Desktop calculator MC 10
• Sturdy, robust desktop calculator with professional look
• MAUL quality: Precision and reliability at your desk or on the go
• With large, 10-digit display and double zero key
• Faster to find: Important keys in different colours
• Ergonomic: Angled display for better reading
• Sturdy: Plastic keys, easy to clean
• Energy-saving: Solar and battery powered, automatic switch-off

• 10-digit LCD display
• 1-line display
• 3-key memory
• Per cent key
• Calculation of roots
• Delete key: deletes the last number entered
• Double zero key
• Change sign
• Automatic switch-off
• Warranty: 5 years
• Includes one battery (LR1130)
• Environmentally friendly packaging made of cardboard, without additional plastic bags, with Euro

hole suspension

PUSizeWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).13,7 x 10,3 x 3,1 cm98 g90 black726 54

Desktop calculator MC 12
• Sturdy, robust desktop calculator with professional look
• MAUL quality: Precision and reliability at your desk or on the go
• With large, 12-digit display and double zero key
• Faster to find: Important keys in different colours
• Ergonomic: Angled display for better reading
• Sturdy: Plastic keys, easy to clean
• Energy-saving: Solar and battery powered, automatic switch-off

• 12-digit LCD display
• 1-line display
• 3-key memory
• Per cent key
• Calculation of roots
• Delete key: deletes the last number entered
• Double zero key
• Change sign
• Automatic switch-off
• Warranty: 5 years
• Includes one battery (LR1130)
• Environmentally friendly packaging made of cardboard, without additional plastic bags, with Euro

hole suspension

PUSizeWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).13,7 x 10,3 x 3,1 cm98 g90 black726 58
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Desktop calculator MXL 12
• Commercial desktop calculator, sturdy, stable and robust
• Extra large housing (20,5 x 15,5 cm (DxW)), large keys and display
• Faster to find: Keys in different colours
• Many functions, including tax calculation
• Ergonomic: Angled display for better reading
• MAUL quality: Precision and reliability at your desk or on the go
• Energy-saving: Solar and battery powered, automatic switch-off

• 12-digit LCD display
• 1-line display
• 3-key memory
• Tax calculation: price including/excluding tax key
• Per cent key
• Grand total function
• Delete key: deletes the last number entered
• Double zero key
• Decimal switch selector
• Automatic rounding: choose how to round up or down
• Change sign
• Automatic switch-off
• Sturdy: plastic keys, easy to clean
• Warranty: 5 years
• Includes one battery (LR44)
• Environmentally friendly packaging made of cardboard, without additional plastic bags, with Euro

hole suspension

PUSizeWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).20,5 x 15,5 x 3,5 cm204 g90 black726 70

Desktop calculator MXL 14
• Commercial desktop calculator, sturdy, stable and robust
• Extra large housing (20,5 x 15,5 cm (DxW)), large keys and display
• Faster to find: keys in different colours
• Many functions, including tax calculation
• Ergonomic: angled display for better reading
• MAUL quality: precision and reliability at your desk or on the go
• Energy-saving: Solar and battery powered, automatic switch-off

• 14-digit LCD display
• 1-line display
• 3-key memory
• Tax calculation: price including/excluding tax key
• Per cent key
• Calculation of roots
• Delete key: deletes the last number entered
• Double zero key
• Triple zero key
• Decimal switch selector
• Automatic rounding: choose how to round up or down
• Change sign
• Automatic switch-off
• Sturdy: plastic keys, easy to clean
• Warranty: 5 years
• Includes one battery (LR44)
• Environmentally friendly packaging made of cardboard, without additional plastic bags, with Euro

hole suspension
• Available from the end of July 2022

PUSizeWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).20,5 x 15,5 x 3,5 cm204 g90 black726 74
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Desktop calcutator MXL 16
• Commercial desktop calculator, sturdy, stable and robust
• Extra large housing (20,5 x 15,5 cm (DxW), large keys and display
• Faster to find: keys in different colours
• Many functions, including tax calculation
• Ergonomic: angled display for better reading
• MAUL quality: precision and reliability at your desk or on the go
• Energy-saving: Solar and battery powered, automatic switch-off

• 16-digit LCD display
• 1-line display
• 3-key memory
• Tax calculation: price including/excluding tax key
• Per cent key
• Calculation of roots
• Delete key: deletes the last number entered
• Double zero key
• Triple zero key
• Decimal switch selector
• Automatic rounding: choose how to round up or down
• Change sign
• Automatic switch-off
• Sturdy: plastic keys, easy to clean
• Warranty: 5 years
• Includes one battery (LR44)
• Environmentally friendly packaging made of cardboard, without additional plastic bags, with Euro

hole suspension
• Available from the end of July 2022

PUSizeWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).20,5 x 15,5 x 3,5 cm204 g90 black726 78

Desktop calculator MTL 600
• The commercial desktop calculator with professional features
• MAUL quality: Precision and reliability at your desk or on the go
• Large 2-line display, display of the calculation path
• Includes many commercial calculation functions
• Faster to find: On key and revenue-cost margin key in signal colors
• Ergonomic: Angled display for better reading
• Energy-saving: Solar and battery powered, automatic switch-off

• 12-digit LCD display
• 2-line display
• Tax calculation: price including/excluding tax key
• Per cent key
• Profit margin calculation
• Revenue-cost margin function: sales price, purchase price and margin calculation
• Delete key: deletes the last number entered
• Automatic switch-off
• Sturdy: plastic keys, easy to clean
• Warranty: 5 years
• Includes one battery (LR1130)
• Environmentally friendly packaging made of cardboard, without additional plastic bags, with Euro

hole suspension

PUSizeWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).17 x 10,3 x 2,6 cm125 g90 black726 90
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Desktop calculator MTL 800
• The commercial desktop calculator with professional features
• Large, 2-line display with display of the calculation path
• Extra large housing (19 x 14 cm (DxW)), large keys and display
• Practical: Many commercial calculation functions
• Ergonomic: Angled display for better reading
• MAUL quality: Precision and reliability at your desk or on the go
• Energy-saving: Solar and battery powered, automatic switch-off

• 12-digit LCD display
• 2-line display
• Tax calculation: price including/excluding tax key
• Per cent key
• Profit margin calculation
• Revenue-cost margin function: sales price, purchase price and margin calculation
• Delete key: deletes the last number entered
• Automatic switch-off
• Sturdy: plastic keys, easy to clean
• Warranty: 5 years
• Includes one battery (LR44)
• Environmentally friendly packaging made of cardboard, without additional plastic bags, with Euro

hole suspension

PUSizeWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).19,0 x 14,0 x 3,0 cm196 g90 black726 92

Desktop calculator MCT 500
• The commercial desktop calculator with Check & Correct function
• MAUL quality: Precision and reliability at your desk or on the go
• Many functions, including tax calculation
• Ergonomic: Large, angled display for better reading
• Sturdy: Plastic keys, easy to clean
• Check & Correct: Check and correct previous calculations
• Energy-saving: Solar and battery powered, automatic switch-off

• 12-digit LCD display
• 1-line display
• 3-key memory
• Tax calculation: price including/excluding tax key
• Per cent key
• Check & Correct function
• Double zero key
• Automatic rounding
• Decimal switch selector
• Automatic switch-off
• Warranty: 5 years
• Includes one battery (LR1130)
• Environmentally friendly packaging made of cardboard, without additional plastic bags, with Euro

hole suspension

PUSizeWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).17,4 x 10,7 x 2,2 cm136 g90 black726 96
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CALCULATOR 
MODELS

POCKET POCKET PRO JUNIOR COMPACT BUSINESS BUSINESS PRO CHECK & 
CORRECT

Art.-No. 726 10 726 14 726 22 726 30 726 34 726 50 726 54 726 58 726 70 726 74 726 78 726 90 726 92 726 96

Colour
pink,

light blue,
black

black silver
pink,

light blue,
black

pink,
light blue,

black
black black black black black black black black black

DISPLAY

Lines 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1

Digits 8 12 12 8 8 8 10 12 12 12 12 12 12 12

Type of display LCD LCD LCD LCD LCD LCD LCD LCD LCD LCD LCD LCD LCD LCD

ENERGY SOURCE

Solar

Solar/Battery X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

FUNCTIONS / KEYS

Automatic switch-off X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

3 memory keys X X X X X X X X X X X X

Automatic Tax  
calculation X X X X X X X

Percent X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Sqareroot X X X X X X X X X

 
calculation X X

Grand total X

Revenue-cost margin 
function X X

Check & Correct (Steps) X

Delete key: 
deletes previously 
entered number

X X X X X X

Double zero X X X X X X X X

Triple zero X X

Automatic rounding X X X X

Change sign X X X X X X X

Decimal switch selector X X X X

Weight in g 45 46 52 49 107 98 98 98 203 203 203 125 196 136

Plastic (P) or rubber 
keys (R) R R R P P P P P P P P P P P

Angled display X X X X X X X X X
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Printing desktop calculator MPP 32
• Universal model with all important functions in MAUL quality
• Mains and battery powered
• Computer-like keypad
• For calculation and sales: With revenue-cost margin function
• Also for exports: with currency conversion
• Better readability: 2-colour printing
• Modern design

• 1-line display
• 12-digit LCD display
• Convert currency with programmable exchange rate
• Automatic tax calculation
• 2-colour printing
• Includes one battery (CR2032)
• 3 memory keys
• Tax calculation: price including/excluding tax key
• VAT: quick calculation including or excluding value added tax
• Per cent key
• Currency: quick conversion with programmable exchange rate
• Revenue-cost margin function: sales price, purchase price and margin calculation
• Double zero key
• Automatic rounding: choose how to round up or down
• Symbol change option
• Item count
• Decimal switch selector
• 1-colour display
• Printing speed 2 lines/sec.
• 2-colour printing
• Paper width 58 mm
• Metal paper holder
• Automatic switch-off
• Available from the end of May 2022

PUSizeWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).22,6x14,7x6,8 cm410 g84 grey727 20
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Cash boxes with coin counter tray
• Cantilevered coin tray allows easy coin removal
• Designed by MAUL

• Painted steel, seamless
• Security cylinder look with 2 keys
• Shock-proof plastic coin-tray
• Euro coin tray with scales of value for all 8 Euro coins
• Lid remains open automatically
• Lid contains profiled foam liner to keep coins in place during transit
• 563 14: Removable, 3-piece compartment for banknotes. 1 sturdy handle
• 563 16: Removable, 4-part compartment for banknotes, 2 solid handles, additional coin

compartment

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).30 x 25,8 x 9 cm90 black563 14

1 pc(s).37,3 x 28,2 x 11,6 cm90 black563 16

Cash boxes with coin counter tray
• Coin counter tray snaps in place when the lid is opened
• Designed by MAUL, 2 stable handles

• Lid remains open automatically, painted steel, seamless
• Security cylinder lock with 2 keys
• Shock-proof plastic coin tray
• Euro coin tray with scales of value for all 8 Euro coins
• Removable compartment made from shock-proof plastic material for 4 banknotes
• Cantilevered coin tray allows easy coin removal
• Lid contains profiled foam liner to keep coins in place during transit

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).30 x 24,5 x 9,3 cm25 red, 37 blue, 90 black, 95 silver562 14

1 pc(s).36 x 26,5 x 11,5 cm90 black562 16

Cash boxes
• Plastic coin tray
• Security cylinder look with 2 keys

• Painted steel, seamless

PUInner dimensionsSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).14,5 x 10,5 x 5,5 cm15,2 x 12,5 x 8 cm02 white, 25 red, 37 blue, 90 black,
95 silver

561 01

1 pc(s).19,4 x 15 x 6 cm20 x 17 x 9 cm02 white, 25 red, 37 blue, 90 black,
95 silver

561 02

1 pc(s).24,2 x 16,8 x 6 cm25 x 19 x 9 cm02 white, 25 red, 37 blue, 90 black,
95 silver

561 13

1 pc(s).29,1 x 21,5 x 6 cm30 x 25 x 8,7 cm02 white, 25 red, 37 blue, 90 black,
95 silver

561 14
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Cash box with coin slot
• Suitable as a penny bank or coffee box
• Security lock supplied with 2 keys

• Plastic coin tray
• Painted steel, seamless

PUInner dimensionsSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).11,8 x 8 x 4,5 cm12,5 x 10,5 x 6,1 cm02 white, 25 red, 37 blue560 30

Key cabinets
• Includes key rings, fixing kit and numbering tags
• Sturdy cylinder lock supplied with 2 keys

• Made from stainless steel

PUSeparation wallSizeFor number of
keys

ColoursItem

1 pc(s).no20,2 x 16,4 x 6,4 cm2084 grey565 20

1 pc(s).yes20,2 x 16,4 x 8,4 cm4084 grey565 40

1 pc(s).yes30,2 x 24,5 x 8,4 cm9084 grey565 90

1 pc(s).yes37,1 x 28,5 x 8,2 cm14084 grey565 92
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» WE’RE PASSIONATE ABOUT PRECISION

The manufacture of scales is a craft that we are particularly proud of mastering. 
Making scales is all about precision and attention to detail. The sensor of a 2-kg 
weighing scale moves by as little as 0.00035 mm when a 1-gram weight is placed 
on it – an amount not detectable by the naked eye. Even when the maximum load 
of 2 kg is applied, it only moves by a minuscule 0.7 mm. Our tolerance limit for 
electronic scales is 0.5% +/- 1 unit increment and applies for a temperature range 
of 5° to 40°C, which is stricter than prescribed by law. With the help of computer 

» THE A-Z OF SCALES

Minimum weight
All scales require a minimum weight to start 

the weighing process. Weights below this 
threshold are not detected by the scales.

Adjustment / Calibration
All MAUL scales are calibrated after as-

sembly, which means they are adjusted and 
tested to ensure precise results. In the case 

of user calibration, you utilise the calibration 
weight to check and adjust your scales 

yourself following prolonged use.

Divisions
The unit increments of the scales. The 

smaller the divisions, the more accurate the 
weight measurement.

Taring / Tares
Tare function. Serves the measurement of 

an additional weight, e.g. after placing a 
container on the scales. Place the container 

on the scales, re-set the scales to zero by 
pressing the tare button, then place the 

item to be weighed on the scales and read 
the net weight (= without the weight of the 

container).

Unit selection g/lb/oz/ml
The scales can weigh in standard units  
used in foreign countries. oz is the unit 
symbol for ounces, lb (lat. libra) stands 
for pounds; ml is a unit of volume, e.g. for 
weighing liquids.

Load capacity
Defines the maximum weight  
that can be measured.  
Exceeding this threshold by a significant 
amount may damage the scales.

Counting function
For determining a quantity without counting 
all the individual items: establish a reference 
weight, for example by placing 10 screws  
from a pack on the scales. This value is stored.  
Then place all the packs on the scales; based 
on the weight, the scales calculate the total 
number of items.

Automatic shut-off
After a specified period of time, the elec-
tronic scales switch off automatically if not 
in use in order to save energy.



Solar letter scale MAULtronic S, 2 kg/5 kg
• Awarded the environmental award "Blue Angel"
• Made in Germany, 3 years guarantee
• Top solar technique with low power ASIC technology
• Unique: Patented measuring system
• Design model: Modern vertical stripes
• Easy to read thanks to inclined display
• From the scales specialist with over 80 years of experience

• Changing and disposing of batteries is unnecessary
• Excessive energy is stored and used under dark conditions (under 150 lux). The statutory minimum

lighting level in offices is 500 lux
• Full performance even in dark rooms
• Stable: Shock-proof plastic case
• Practical: automatic switch-off, automatic zero-positioning
• One key operation: On-Off-Tare-Hold
• Hold key to freeze the displayed weight
• Platform Ø 12,8 cm
• Size 19,6 x 13,0 x 6,5 cm

PUCapacityDivisionMinimum loadColoursItem

1 pc(s).2 kg0,5 g (0-100 g), 1 g (100-2000
g)

2 g02 white, 90 black151 20

1 pc(s).5 kg2 g (0-2000 g), 5 g (2000-5000
g)

5 g02 white151 50

Solar postage scale MAULtronic S porto, 2 kg
• Electronic indication of costs for easy check of postage costs
• Included: Tray for large letters
• Awarded the environmental award "Blue Angel"
• Made in Germany, 3 years guarantee
• Top solar technique with low power ASIC technology
• Unique: Patented measuring system
• Change of postage costs: Replacement postage table for selected countries can be downloaded

free of charge on www.maul.uk
• From the scales specialist with over 80 years of experience

• Changing and disposal of batteries is unnecessary
• Excessive energy is stored and used under dark conditions (below 150 lux). The statutory minimum

lighting level in offices is 500 lux
• Full performance even in dark rooms
• Easy to read thanks to inclined display
• Stable: Shock-proof plastic case
• Practical: automatic switch-off, automatic zero-positioning
• One key operation: On-Off-Tare-Hold
• Hold key to freeze the displayed weight
• Platform Ø 12,8 cm
• Size 19,6 x 13,0 x 12,0 cm
• Not available in all countries (more on www.maul.uk)

PUCapacityDivisionMinimum loadColoursItem

1 pc(s).2 kg0,5 g (0-100 g), 1 g (100-2000
g)

2 g02 white151 31
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Letter scale MAULsquare, 5 kg
• Elegant glass surface: Platform made of 3 mm safety glass
• Flexible: Can be switched to g/lb-oz/oz/ml
• User calibration possible
• Very flat construction
• Technical quality concept Made by MAUL, the scales specialist with over 80 years of

experience

• Battery operated: includes a 3 V lithium battery (CR2032)
• Stable: shock-proof plastic case
• Practical: automatic switch-off, automatic zero-positioning
• One key operation: On-Off-Tare
• One key for weighting unit
• Platform 18 x 15 cm
• Size 18 x 17,9 x 2,3 cm

PUCapacityDivisionMinimum loadColoursItem

1 pc(s).5 kg1 g2 g95 silver166 45

Letter scale MAULgloss, 5 kg
• Elegant glass surface: Platform made of 4 mm safety glass
• Shiny: Three modern colours
• Flexible: Can be switched to g/lb/oz/ml
• Very flat construction
• Technical quality concept Made by MAUL, the scales specialist with over 80 years of

experience

• Battery operated, includes a 3 V lithium battery (CR2032)
• Stable: shock-proof plastic case
• Practical: automatic switch-off, automatic zero-positioning
• One key operation: On-Off-Tare
• One key for weighting unit
• Platform 16,5 x 17 cm
• Size 16,5 x 20,5 x 1,5 cm

PUCapacityDivisionMinimum loadColoursItem

1 pc(s).5 kg1 g4 g02 white, 34 light blue, 54 light
green

166 60
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Letter scale MAULsteel II, 5 kg
• Noble: Platform made of brushed stainless steel
• Design control pad, halfround in contrasting black
• Very flat construction
• Flexible: Can be switched to g/lb/oz/ml
• Technical quality concept Made by MAUL, the scales specialist with over 80 years of

experience

• Battery operated - includes two 3 V lithium battery (CR2032)
• Stable and easy to clean: housing made of stainless steel and shock-proof plastic material
• Practical: automatic switch-off, automatic zero-positioning
• One key operation: On-Off-Tare
• One key for weighing unit
• Platform 12,5 x 15,5 cm
• Size 13,5 x 20,5 x 1,4 cm

PUCapacityDivisionMinimum loadColoursItem

1 pc(s).5 kg1 g4 g96 light silver165 60

Letter scale MAULtouch, 5 kg
• Noble: Silver painted plastic with matt surface
• Can be read easily: Large display
• Flexible: Can be switched to g/lb/oz/ml
• Modern design, rounded front
• Technical quality concept Made by MAUL, the scales specialist with over 80 years of

experience

• Battery operated; includes three 1,5 V batteries (AAA)
• Stable: shock-proof plastic case
• Practical: automatic switch-off, automatic zero-positioning
• One key operation: On-Off-Tare
• One key for weighing unit
• Platform 16 x 16 cm
• Size 16 x 23 x 1,8 cm

PUCapacityDivisionMinimum loadColoursItem

1 pc(s).5 kg1 g4 g95 silver163 50
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Letter scale MAULalpha, 2 kg/5 kg
• Curved design
• Flexible: Can be switched to g/oz
• User calibration possible
• Available in black and white
• Elevated platform for larger sizes
• Technical quality concept Made by MAUL, the scales specialist with over 80 years of

experience

• Battery operated - includes two 1,5 V micro batteries (AAA)
• Stable: shock-proof plastic housing
• Practical: automatic switch-off, automatic zero-positioning
• One key operation: On-Off-Tare
• One key for weighing unit
• Platform Ø 12,4 cm
• Size 18,8 x 14,1 x 3,7 cm

PUCapacityDivisionMinimum loadColoursItem

1 pc(s).2 kg1 g2 g02 white, 90 black164 20

1 pc(s).5 kg1 g2 g02 white164 50

Letter scale MAULgoal, 5 kg
• Harmonic rounded design
• Four modern colours available
• Flexible: Can be switched to g/lb:oz/ml/fl oz
• Technical quality concept Made by MAUL, the scales specialist with over 80 years of

experience

• Battery operated - includes two 1,5 V batteries (AAA)
• Stable: shock-proof plastic housing
• Practical: automatic switch-off, automatic zero-positioning
• One key operation: On-Off-Tare
• One key for weighing unit
• Platform Ø 15 cm
• Size 16 x 20 x 3 cm

PUCapacityDivisionMinimum loadColoursItem

1 pc(s).5 kg1 g2 g02 white, 34 light blue, 54 light
green, 90 black

164 60
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Letter scale MAULoval, 2 kg
• Oval form
• For the price-conscious
• Flexible: Can be switched to g/oz
• User calibration possible
• Technical quality concept Made by MAUL, the scales specialist with over 80 years of

experience

• Battery operated - includes a 3 V lithium battery (CR2032)
• Stable: shock-proof plastic housing
• One key operation: On-Off-Tare
• Practical: automatic switch-off, automatic zero-positioning
• One key for weighing unit
• Platform 12 x 12 cm
• Size 18 x 12 x 3 cm

PUCapacityDivisionMinimum loadColoursItem

1 pc(s).2 kg1 g2 g02 white162 20

Letter scale MAULstart, 2 kg
• Rectangular form with contrast colours and rounded corners
• For the price-conscious
• Precise division in 0,5 g steps to 1000 g, after that 1 g steps
• User calibration possible
• Technical quality concept Made by MAUL, the scales specialist with over 80 years of

experience

• Battery operated - includes two 1,5 V batteries (AAA)
• Stable: shock-proof plastic housing
• Practical: automatic switch-off, automatic zero-positioning
• One key for On-Off, one key for Tare
• Platform 10,5 x 11,5 cm
• Size 11 x 17 x 2,5 cm

PUCapacityDivisionMinimum loadColoursItem

1 pc(s).2 kg0,5 g (0-1000 g), 1 g
(1000-2000 g)

1 g82 grey162 30
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Solar parcel scale MAULparcel S, 50 kg
• Awarded the environmental award "Blue Angel"
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• Top solar technique with Low-Power-ASIC technology
• Unique: Patented measuring system, patented housing concept
• ISPA "Product of the Year" award and "Product of the Year" (Association of the Plastic

Industry)
• Easy glare-free reading thanks to bevelled display
• From the scales specialist with over 80 years of experience

• Changing and disposal of batteries is unnecessary
• Excessive energy is stored and used under dark conditions (below 150 lux). The statutory minimum

lighting level in offices is 500 lux
• Works even in low-lit rooms
• Stable: shock-proof plastic material
• Practical: automatic switch-off, automatic zero-positioning
• One key operation: On-Off-Tare-Hold
• Hold-function to freeze the displayed weight
• Large weighing platform 30 x 30 cm
• Size 39,9 x 30,4 x 7,6 cm

PUCapacityDivisionMinimum loadColoursItem

1 pc(s).50 kg10 g (0-10 kg), 50 g (10-50
kg)

100 g82 grey174 50
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» Excelent: MAUL Solar Technology
The energy consumption of the MAUL solar scales is only 0,00004 Watt – the 
millionth part of a 40 watt bulb! Surplus energy is saved in a gold condenser and 
can be used under darker conditions (below 150 lux). For this reason it is possible 
to use the solar scales in dark rooms.

By using solar technology many hundred thousand batteries are saved per 
year. We have also considered the aspect of the environmentally-friendly 
disposal: material identifi cation, screw- and snap-fi ttings allow a sorted 
disposal of the individual parts. MAUL was the fi rst company to be awarded a 
patent for its’ solar parcel scales construction.



Parcel scale MAULparcel, separate control pad,
stainless steel platform, 50 kg
• Top quality: Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• Unique: Patented measuring system, patented housing concept
• Battery operated, energy-saving Low-Power-ASIC-technology
• Stainless steel platform, removable, sturdy and protective, easy to clean
• Better legibility also for larger parcels thanks to separate bevelled control pad
• Flexible: Can be switched to kg/lb
• Large platform
• From the scales specialist with over 80 years of experience

• Stable: shock-proof plastic housing
• Two 1,5 V round cell batteries (AA) included
• Free positioning of the control pad on the table or with two brackets on the wall
• Closed, dust-protected control pad
• Practical: automatic switch-off, automatic zero-positioning
• One key operation: On-Off-Tare-Hold
• Hold key to freeze the displayed weight
• Length of lead - platform - control pad: 0,8 m
• Control pad 21,3 x 10,1 x 5,2 cm
• Large platform 30 x 30 cm

PUCapacityDivisionMinimum loadColoursItem

1 pc(s).50 kg10 g (0-10 kg), 50 g (10-50
kg)

100 g90 black177 50

Parcel scale MAULcargo, separate control pad,
adapter, 50 kg
• Incl. power supply (100-240 V/9V; cable length 1,5 m) and 9 V block battery
• Stable: Platform made of stainless steel with anti-slip nubs, easy to clean, protecting
• Clever counting function: Quantity of identical items can be counted
• Extremely flat construction
• Better legibility also for larger parcels thanks to separate display, bevelled
• Technical quality concept Made by MAUL, the scales specialist with over 80 years of

experience

• Stable: housing made of lacquered steel
• Free positioning of the control pad on table or wall
• Closed, dust protected control pad
• Practical: automatic switch-off in battery-mode
• Automatic zero setting
• One key operation: On-Off
• User calibration possible, counting and tare function
• Counting function: put reference weight, save, place all identical items on the scales and the total

quantity is shown
• Flexible: can be switched to kg/lb
• Cable length platform - control pad: 2,20 m
• Aluminium control pad 18,1 x 9,1 x 3,8 cm
• Large platform 27,3 x 27,3 cm, minimal height 4,8 cm

PUCapacityDivisionMinimum loadColoursItem

1 pc(s).50 kg10 g40 g09 other179 50
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Parcel scale MAULcargo with separate control pad,
120 kg
• Stable: Platform made of stainless steel with anti-slip nubs, protective, easy to clean
• Independent: Battery operated, energy-saving
• Clever counting function: Quantity of identical items can be counted
• Extremely flat construction
• Better legibility also for larger parcels thanks to separate bevelled display
• Technical quality concept Made by MAUL, the scales specialist with over 80 years of

experience

• Stable: housing made of lacquered steel
• 9V blockbattery included
• Free positioning of the control pad on table or wall
• Closed, dust protected control pad
• Practical: automatic switch-off, automatic zero setting
• One key operation: On-Off
• User calibration possible
• Counting function: put reference weight, save, place all identical items on the scales and the total

quantity is shown
• Flexible: can be switched to kg/lb
• Cable length platform - control pad: 1,5 m
• Aluminium control pad 18 x 9 x 3,8 cm
• Large platform 27 x 27 cm, height 4,5 cm

PUCapacityDivisionMinimum loadColoursItem

1 pc(s).120 kg50 g150 g09 other179 92

Parcel scale MAULglobal, 25 kg/50 kg
• Very flat construction
• Modern: Minimalistic design
• Sturdy: Stainless steel platform, easy to clean
• Large LCD display
• User calibration possible
• Flexible: Can be switched to kg/lb
• Technical quality concept Made by MAUL, the scales specialist with over 80 years of

experience

• Stable: shock-proof plastic housing
• Battery operated, energy-saving
• Includes two 1,5 V micro batteries (AAA)
• Practical: automatic switch-off, automatic zero-positioning
• One key operation: On-Off-Tare
• Size 32 x 32 x 2,7 cm

PUCapacityDivisionMinimum loadColoursItem

1 pc(s).25 kg20 g60 g90 black171 25

1 pc(s).50 kg50 g100 g90 black171 50
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Counting scale MAULcount, incl. adapter, 10 kg
• For counting parts of the same weight
• Useful: Determine the quantity without having to count every single piece
• Sturdy: Stainless steel platform, removable for easy cleaning
• Can be operated alternatively with mains supply or battery: Including mains adapter (230

V/6 V, length of power cord 1,4 m) and a 9-volt battery
• Technical quality concept Made by MAUL, the scales specialist with over 80 years of

experience

• Stable: shock-proof plastic housing
• Automatic switch-off when battery operated, automatic zero-positioning
• No automatic switch-off when operated with mains supply to avoid annoying repeated switch-on.

For continuous operation in mailing or shipping departments
• Functions: On/Off, tare, counting, user calibration
• Flexible: can be switched to g/kg/oz/lb oz
• Weighing platform 17 x 17,5 cm, overall dimensions 25,5 x 18 x 6,9 cm

PUCapacityDivisionMinimum loadColoursItem

1 pc(s).10 kg1 g5 g82 grey167 91

Precision scale MAULalpha, 500 g
• For laboratory or dietary use
• 200 g weight for calibration or control purposes included
• Flexible: Can be switched to g/oz
• Stable: Shock-proof plastic case
• Technical quality concept Made by MAUL, the scales specialist with over 80 years of

experience

• Battery-operated - includes two 1,5 V micro batteries (AAA)
• Practical: automatic switch-off, automatic zero-positioning
• One key operation: On-Off-Tare
• One key for weighing unit
• Platform Ø 12,4 cm, size 18,8 x 14,1 x 3,7 cm

PUCapacityDivisionMinimum loadColoursItem

1 pc(s).500 g0,1 g0,2 g90 black164 05

Paper scale, 350/900 g
• For measuring paper weights in grams per square meter
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• German craftmanship: needle-bearing with a 1/100 g precision
• The MAUL original. Unique mechanical paper scales
• From the scales specialist with over 80 years of experience

• Precision scale 0 to 350 g/m², master plate 10 x 10 cm
• Rough scale 0 to 900 g/m², master plate 8 x 5 cm
• Very stable: Cast-iron base, steel support, both with black varnish, height 26 cm
• Brass plated sheet iron lever and pointer, aluminium dial, master plates and control weight
• Zero-positioning possible using screw

PUCapacityDivisionColoursItem

1 pc(s).900 g1 g (0-200g), 2,5 g (200-350 g), 5 g (0-600
g), 10 g (600-900 g)

90 black188 09
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Pocket scales MAULpocket II, 500 g
• Handy size, for bags, suitcases oder drawers
• Protected: Imitation leather case included
• LCD display with touch function
• Counting-function: Count identical items
• Can be switched to g/oz/gn/ct
• User calibration possible: 200 g-weight for user calibration or control purposes included
• Technical quality concept Made by MAUL, the scales specialist with over 80 years of

experience

• Shock-proof plastic housing, with lift-up lid
• Battery operated - includes two 1,5 V micro batteries (AAA)
• Stainless steel platform, 6 x 6 cm
• Practical: automatic switch-off, automatic zero-positioning
• 4 keys: On/Off, Z/T (Tare), C (Count), Mode (change weighing units)
• User calibration possible
• Size closed 11,5 x 7,3 x 1,8 cm
• Pen not included in delivery

PUCapacityDivisionMinimum loadColoursItem

1 pc(s).500 g0,1 g0,7 g90 black161 15

Luggage scale MAULtravel, 40 kg
• For weighing luggage, school bags and parcels with bands
• Non-tearing strap, 29,5 x 2,6 cm, with stainless steel hooks
• Shock-proof plastic case, ergonomic form
• Large LCD display
• Technical quality concept Made by MAUL, the scales specialist with over 80 years of

experience

• Battery-operated, includes a 3 V lithium battery (CR2032)
• Practical: automatic switch-off
• One key operation: On-Off-Tare
• Hold key to freeze the displayed weight for a short time
• Flexible: can be switched to kg/lb/st
• User calibration possible
• Size 15 x 5 x 3,4 cm

PUCapacityDivisionMinimum loadColoursItem

1 pc(s).40 kg0,1 kg200 g90 black162 40
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Art.-No. Article Description Capacitiy Divison Power
Supply

Platform
Material

Platform 
size (cm) Control Pad Additional

Function Colour Page

LETTER SCALES

151 20 Letter Scales MAULtronic S 2000 g 0,5 g (0-100 g), 
1 g (100-2000 g) Solar Plastic Ø 12,8 intergrated white, black 89

151 50 Letter Scales MAULtronic S 5000 g 2 g (0-2000 g),
5 g (2000-5000 g) Solar Plastic Ø 12,8 intergrated white 89

151 31 Portowaage MAULtronic S 2000 g 0,5 g (0-100 g),
1g (100-2000 g) Solar Plastic Ø 12,8 intergrated Postal tariffs white 89

166 45 Letter Scales MAULsquare 5000 g 1 g Battery Glass 18 x 15 intergrated Calibration silver 90

166 60 Letter Scales MAULgloss 5000 g 1 g Battery Glass 16,5 x 17 intergrated white, light blue, 
light green 90

165 60 Letter Scales MAULsteel II 5000 g 1 g Battery Stainless 
Steel 12,5 x 15,5 intergrated light silver 91

163 50 Letter Scales MAULtouch 5000 g 1 g Battery Plastic 16 x 16 intergrated silver 91

164 20 Letter Scales MAULalpha 2000 g 1 g Battery Plastic Ø 12,4 intergrated Calibration white, black 92

164 50 Letter Scales MAULalpha 5000 g 1 g Battery Plastic Ø 12,4 intergrated Calibration white 92

164 60 Letter Scales MAULgoal 5000 g 1 g Battery Plastic Ø 15 intergrated white, light blue, 
light green, black 92

162 20 Letter Scales MAULoval 2000 g 1 g Battery Plastic 12 x 12 intergrated Calibration white 93

162 30 Letter Scales MAULstart 2000 g 0,5 (0-1000 g),
1 g (1000-2000 g) Battery Plastic 10,5 x 11,5 intergrated Calibration grey 93

PARCEL SCALES

174 50 Parcel Sacales MAULparcel S 50 kg 10 g (0-10 kg),
50 g (10-50 kg) Solar Plastic 30 x 30 intergrated grey 94

177 50 Parcel Sacales MAULparcel 50 kg 10 g (0-10 kg),
50 g (10-50 kg) Battery Stainless 

Steel 30 x 30 separate black 95

179 50 Parcel Sacales MAULcargo 50 kg 10 g
Battery, 
Power 
supply

Stainless 
Steel 27 x 27 separate Calibration, 

Counting silver 95

179 92 Parcel Sacales MAULcargo 120 kg 50 g Battery Stainless 
Steel 27 x 27 separate Calibration, 

Counting outher 96

171 25 Parcel Sacales MAULglobal 25 kg 20 g Battery Stainless 
Steel 32 x 32 intergrated Calibration black 96

171 50 Parcel Sacales MAULglobal 50 kg 50 g Battery Stainless 
Steel 32 x 32 intergrated Calibration black 96

SPECIAL SCALES

167 91 Counting Scales MAULcount 10 kg 1 g
Battery, 
Power 
supply

Stainless 
Steel 17 x 17,5 intergrated Calibration, 

Counting grey 97

164 05 Precision Scales MAULalpha 500 g 0,1 g Battery Plastic Ø 12,4 intergrated Calibration black 97

188 09 Paper Scales 350 g, 
900 g 1 g, 2,5 g, 5 g, 10 g Mechanical Steel black 97

161 15 Pocket Scales MAULpocket II 500 g 0,1 g Battery Stainless 
Steel 6 x 6 intergrated Calibration, 

Counting black 98

162 40 Luggage Scales MAULtravel 40 kg 0,1 kg Battery Calibration black 98
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LED flashlight MAULkronos XL
• For professional use, length 28,7 cm
• High luminous range and intensity, long burn time
• Suitable for outdoor use, splash-proof (IPX4)
• Including 3 x 1,5 V batteries (type D) 18000 mAh
• Variable: Adjustable light cone (zoom function) for large area near light or focused far light

beam
• Three light modes: High brightness (100%), low brightness (30%), stroboscopic light (flashes

of light) for danger prevention
• Ideal in the commercial sector, for craftsmen, in the workshop, when walking in the dark or

for camping

• Luminous flux 419 Lumen, daylight white light, high luminous range, up to 295 m
• Long lighting duration: Max. 100 h, min. 33 h, depending on light mode
• Extremely economical: High-performance CREE LED
• Head Ø 5,4 cm, with roll-away protection, lens made of high-quality, crystal- clear plastic
• Reflector opening Ø 3,8 cm
• Robust housing construction, matt black anodised aluminium, corrosion resistant
• Sophisticated: Housing with non-slip structure for a secure grip, Ø 3,9 cm
• Practical: Free-standing hand lamp, can be used e.g. as table light on an even surface
• One-handed operation of the light levels: Rubberised push button laterally on the front side
• Quick and easy adjustment of the light cone by moving the reflector to the front or back
• Please note: Safety instructions can be found at www.maul.uk with the product

PULengthWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).28,7 cm344 g (without battery)90 black818 20

LED flashlight MAULkronos L
• For professional use, length 26 cm
• High luminous range and intensity, long burn time
• Suitable for outdoor use, splash-proof (IPX4)
• Including 3 x 1,5 V batteries (type C) 8000 mAh
• Variable: Adjustable light cone (zoom function) for large area near light or focused far light

beam
• Three light modes: High brightness (100%), low brightness (30%), stroboscopic light (flashes

of light) for danger prevention
• Ideal in the commercial sector, for craftsmen, in the workshop, when walking in the dark or

for camping

• Luminous flux 500 Lumen, daylight white light, high luminous range, up to 280 m
• Long lighting duration: Max. 75 h, min. 32 h, depending on light mode
• Extremely economical: High-performance CREE LED
• Head Ø 4,5 cm, with roll-away protection, lens made of high-quality, crystal- clear plastic
• Reflector opening Ø 3 cm
• Robust housing construction, matt black anodised aluminium, corrosion resistant
• Sophisticated: Housing with non-slip structure for a secure grip, Ø 3,1 cm
• Practical: Free-standing hand lamp, can be used e.g. as table light on an even surface
• One-handed operation of the light levels: Rubberised push button laterally on the front side
• Quick and easy adjustment of the light cone by moving the reflector to the front or back
• Please note: Safety instructions can be found at www.maul.uk with the product

PULengthWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).26 cm247 g (without battery)90 black818 21
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LED flashlight MAULkronos M
• For professional use, length 21 cm
• High luminous range and intensity, long burn time
• Suitable for outdoor use, splash-proof (IPX4)
• Including 2 x 1,5 V batteries (type C) 8000 mAh
• Variable: Adjustable light cone (zoom function) for large area near light or focused far light

beam
• Three light modes: High brightness (100%), low brightness (30%), stroboscopic light (flashes

of light) for danger prevention
• Ideal in the commercial sector, for craftsmen, in the workshop, when walking in the dark or

for camping

• Luminous flux 106 lumen, daylight white light, high luminous range, up to 236 m
• Long lighting duration: Max. 17 h, min. 4 h, depending on light mode
• Extremely economical: High-performance CREE LED
• Head Ø 4,5 cm, with roll-away protection, lens made of high-quality, crystal- clear plastic
• Reflector opening Ø 3 cm
• Robust housing construction, matt black anodised aluminium, corrosion resistant
• Sophisticated: Housing with non-slip structure for a secure grip, Ø 3,1 cm
• Practical: Free-standing hand lamp, can be used e.g. as table light on an even surface
• One-handed operation of the light levels: rubberised push button laterally on the front side
• Quick and easy adjustment of the light cone by moving the reflector to the front or back
• Please note: safety instructions can be found at www.maul.uk with the product

PULengthWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).21 cm220 g (without battery)90 black818 22

LED flashlight MAULkronos S
• For semi-professional use, length 14 cm
• High luminous range and intensity, long burn time, handy size
• Suitable for outdoor use, splash-proof (IPX4)
• Including 3 x 1,5 V batteries (type AAA) 1200 mAh
• Variable: Adjustable light cone (zoom function) for large area near light or focused far light

beam
• Three light modes: High brightness (100%), low brightness (30%), stroboscopic light (flashes

of light) for danger prevention
• Ideal in the commercial sector, for craftsmen, in the workshop, when walking in the dark or

for camping

• Luminous flux 192 Lumen, daylight white light, high luminous range, up to 196 m
• Lighting duration: Max. 14 h, min. 3 h, depending on light mode
• Extremely economical: State-of-the-art LED technology
• Head Ø 3,8 cm, with roll-away protection, lens made of high-quality, crystal- clear plastic
• Reflector opening Ø 2,7 cm
• Robust housing construction, matt black anodised aluminium, corrosion resistant
• Sophisticated: Housing with non-slip structure for a secure grip, Ø 2,8 cm
• Practical: Free-standing hand lamp, can be used e.g. as table light on an even surface
• One-handed operation of the light levels: Rubberised push button laterally on the front side
• Quick and easy adjustment of the light cone by moving the reflector to the front or back
• Please note: Safety instructions can be found at www.maul.uk with the product

PULengthWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).14 cm125 g (without battery)90 black818 23
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LED flashlight MAULeos
• Powerful standard model of compact size
• Practical: Including hand strap
• Suitable for outdoor use, splash-proof (IPX4)
• Safe: Red illuminated ring to be seen from all sides
• Including 3 x 1,5 V batteries (type AAA) 1200 mAh
• Variable: Adjustable light cone (zoom function) for large area near light or focused far light

beam
• Three light modes: Brightness high (100%), brightness low (25%), stroboscope light (flashes

of light) for danger prevention

• Luminous flux 120 Lumen, daylight white light, luminous range up to 150 m
• Light duration max. 12 h, min. 2,25 h, depending on the light mode
• Extremely economical: High-performance CREE LED
• Fits in trouser or jacket pocket or glove compartment
• Ideal in the commercial sector, for craftsmen, in the workshop, when walking in the dark or for

camping
• Head Ø 3.3 cm, with roll-away protection, lens made of high-quality, crystal- clear plastic
• Reflector opening: Ø 2,1 cm
• Robust housing construction, black anodized aluminium, corrosion resistant
• Sophisticated: Housing with non-slip structure for a secure grip, Ø 2,8 cm
• Practical: Free-standing hand lamp, can be used e.g. as table light on an even surface
• One-handed operation: Rubberised push button, protected on the underside
• Quick and convenient adjustment of the light cone by moving the reflector forward or backward
• Please note: Safety instructions can be found at www.maul.uk with the product

PULengthWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).10,5 cm79 g (without battery)90 black818 68

LED flashlight MAULdion
• Slim, light model, length 17 cm
• Loss-protected: Including practical hand strap
• High luminous range and handy size
• Suitable for outdoor use, splash-proof (IPX4)
• Including 2 x 1,5 V batteries (type AA) 2300 mAh
• Variable: Adjustable light cone (zoom function) for large area near light or focused far light

beam
• For semi-professional use, for hobby and private applications, for occasional use or the

emergency

• Luminous flux 39 Lumen, daylight white light, luminous range up to 71 m
• Light duration 6 h
• Extremely economical: Modern LED technology
• Ideal for occasional use e.g. by craftsmen, for repair work, when walking in the dark or for camping
• Head Ø 2,3 cm, with roll-away protection, lens made of high-quality, crystal- clear plastic
• Reflector opening: Ø 1,8 cm
• Robust housing construction, black anodized aluminium, corrosion resistant
• Sophisticated: housing with non-slip structure for a secure grip, Ø 1,9 cm
• Practical: free-standing hand lamp, can be used e.g. as table light on an even surface
• One-handed operation: Push button laterally on the front side
• Quick and convenient adjustment of the light cone by moving the reflector forward or backward
• Please note: Safety instructions can be found at www.maul.uk with the product

PULengthWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).17 cm50 g (without battery)90 black818 66
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LED flashlight MAULluna
• Handy flashlight, length 11,8 cm
• Including metal clip for breast pocket or clipboard, removable
• Compact: Fits in trouser or jacket pocket and the glove compartment
• Suitable for outdoor use, splash-proof (IPX4)
• Including 1 x 1,5 V battery (type AA) 2300 mAh
• Variable: Adjustable light cone (zoom function) for large area near light or focused far light

beam
• In the hobby and private sector, for emergencies

• Luminous flux 20 Lumen, daylight white light, luminous range up to 10 m
• Lighting duration 8 h
• Extremely economical: State-of-the-art LED technology
• Ideal for occasional use e.g. by craftsmen, for repair work, when walking in the dark or for camping
• Head Ø 2,3 cm, with roll-away protection, lens made of high-quality, crystal- clear plastic
• Reflector opening Ø 1,8 cm
• Robust housing construction, black anodized aluminium, corrosion resistant
• Sophisticated: Housing with non-slip structure for a secure grip, Ø 1,9 cm
• Practical: Free-standing hand lamp, can be used e.g. as table light on an even surface
• One-handed operation: Push button laterally on the front side
• Quick and convenient adjustment of the light cone by moving the reflector forward or backward
• Please note: Safety instructions can be found at www.maul.uk with the product

PULengthWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).11,8 cm43 g (without battery)90 black818 64

LED flashlight MAULjuno
• Handy flashlight, length 9,4 cm
• Ready for immediate use: Including pendant with practical quick release fastener to attach

it to key ring, waistband or jacket
• Compact: Fits in trouser or breast pocket and the glove compartment
• Suitable for outdoor use, splash-proof (IPX4)
• Practical: One-handed operation, rubberised push button protected on the underside
• Including 1 x 1,5 V battery (type AA) 2300 mAh
• In the hobby and private sector, for emergencies

• Luminous flux 15 Lumen, daylight white light, luminous range up to 10 m
• Lighting duration 11 h
• Extremely economical: State-of-the-art LED technology
• Head Ø 2 cm, with roll-away protection, protective screen made of high- quality, crystal-clear

plastic
• Reflector opening Ø 1,5 cm
• Robust housing construction with anti-slip structure, aluminium matt black anodized, corrosion

resistant
• Sophisticated: Housing with anti-slip structure for a secure grip, Ø 2 cm
• Please note: Safety instructions can be found at www.maul.uk with the product

PULengthWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).9,4 cm32 g (without battery)90 black818 62
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LED flashlight MAULhelios
• Rechargeable battery hand lamp for professional use, length 23 cm
• 5 light modes: 3 brightness levels (100%, 30%, 10%), flash, SOS
• High luminous range and intensity, long burn time
• Suitable for outdoor use, splash-proof (IPX4)
• Rechargeable: Including 2 x 3,7 V Li-Ion batteries (type 18650) 2300 mAh, (MAUL battery

charger: Art. no. 818 81 90)
• Ideal for security forces: Meets the highest demands and provides support in case of danger
• Very suitable also for hikers, hunters, sportsmen, camping

• Luminous flux 700 Lumen, daylight white light, high luminous range: up to 300 m
• Long lighting duration: 20 h (low light level), 5 h (medium), 2.5 h (high)
• Extremely economical: High-performance CREE LED
• SOS mode - get help in case of danger: flashlight sends light pulses in Morse code adding up to

S-O-S
• Flash light - averting danger and self-protection through stroboscopic light: Quick changes of the

brightness distracts or disturbs the attention of other people.
• Head Ø 6,3 cm, protective glass pane
• Reflector opening: Ø 5,4 cm
• Robust housing construction, matt black anodised aluminium, corrosion resistant
• Sophisticated: Housing with non-slip structure for a secure grip, Ø 2,6 cm
• One-handed operation of the modes: Rubberised push button laterally on the front side, switch

for ON/OFF at the bottom
• Please note: Safety instructions can be found at www.maul.uk with the product

PULengthWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).23 cm249 g (without battery)90 black818 77
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Battery charger XTAR MC2
• Suitable e.g. for rechargeable batteries (art. no. 8188590) of the LED flashlight MAULhelios
• Practical: 2 charging bays which work separately
• Three-stages charge (TC-CC-CV)
• Control of the charging status via LED display
• Voltage-dependent regulation of the charging process
• Trickle charging in idle mode
• Includes USB cable for Micro-USB charging connection

• Compatible lithium-ion battery types (3.6V / 3.7V): 16340 / 18350 / 10440 /14500 / 14650 /
16650 / 17500 / 17670 / 18500 / 18650 / 18700 / 20700 / 21700 /22650 / 26500/ 26650,
with 26500 and 26650 it is only possible to charge one battery at a time

• Reverse polarity protection, short-circuit protection circuit & overcharge protection
• Power supply and batteries not included
• Power supply requirements 5V USB (e.g. mobile phone chargers, PC-USB etc.)
• 0V battery activation
• IC temperature monitoring system
• Supply voltage / current 5V / 1000mA max.
• Nominal power consumption 5W max.
• Weighted energy consumption 5 kWh/1000h max.
• Output voltage/current 4,2V=; 0,5A max.
• Constant charging current 250/500 ± 50mA, depending on supply
• Constant charging voltage 4,2 ± 0,05V
• Operating temperature 0°C - 40°C
• Storage temperature -30°C - 60°C
• Dimensions 9,2 x 4.0 x 3,3 cm (LxWxH)
• Safety advice: Keep away from children! Incorrect use or a short circuit can cause a fire/explosion.

Device is designed for the domestic use, keep water and moisture away. Disassembly and
modification are strictly prohibited

PUColoursItem

1 pc(s).90 black818 81

Rechargeable battery Samsung ICR18650-26H
• Suitable for LED flashlight MAULhelios item no. 8187790
• Suitable for battery charger XTAR MC2 item no. 8188190
• Two high-quality rechargeable batteries
• Long service life
• IC protection / PCB with short circuit, overcharge and deep discharge protection

• Nominal capacity 2600mAh (= 1C)
• Minimum capacity 2500mAh
• Charging voltage 4,2 ± 0,05V
• Nominal voltage 3,7V
• Nominal energy 9,62Wh
• Final discharge voltage 2,75V
• Operating temperature charging: 0°C to 45°C, discharging: -20°C to 60°C
• Storage temperature 1 year: -20°C to 25°C, 3 months: -20°C to 45°C, 1 month: - 20°C to 60°C
• Length 69 mm, Ø 19 mm
• Safety advice: Keep away from children! Incorrect use or a short circuit can cause a fire/explosion

PUColoursItem

1 set(s)90 black818 85
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OVERVIEW FLASHLIGHTS

Art.-No. Article description Typ Power 
supply

Power 
(Watt)

Max. 
runtime 

(h)

Luminous 
range 
(m)

Luminous 
power 

(Lumen)
Zoom Brightness in %

Strobo-
scopic 
light

SOS 
mode

Length 
(cm)

Water 
resis- 
tance

Page

818 20 MAULkronos XL CREE-
LED

3 x D  
(1,5 V) 10 100 295 419 x 100/30 x 28,7 IPX4 101

818 21 MAULkronos L CREE-
LED

3 x C  
(1,5 V) 8 75 280 500 x 100/30 x 26,0 IPX4 101

818 22 MAULkronos M CREE-
LED

2 x C  
(1,5 V) 5 17 236 106 x 100/30 x 21,0 IPX4 102

818 23 MAULkronos S LED 3 x AAA 
(1,5 V) 3 14 196 192 x 100/30 x 14,0 IPX4 102

818 68 MAULeos CREE-
LED

3 x AAA 
(1,5 V) 3 12 150 120 x 100/25 x 10,5 IPX4 103

818 66 MAULdion LED 2 x AA 
(1,5 V) 1 6 71 39 x 100 17,0 IPX4 103

818 64 MAULluna LED 1 x AA 
(1,5V) 0,5 8 68 20 x 100 11,8 IPX4 104

818 62 MAULjuno LED 1 x AA 
(1,5V) 0,5 11 31 15 100 9,4 IPX4 104

818 77 MAULhelios CREE-
LED

2 x Li-Ion 
Akku (3,7 V) 10 20 300 700 100/30/10 x x 23,0 IPX4 105
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druckende Rechner ................................................ 86

Electric letter opener ............................................. 77

Filing ends, steel .................................................... 50

Flashlights .................................................. 101–105
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Fold back clips ................................................ 40–41
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Foldback clips mauly® 214 .................................... 40

GELDKASSETTEN .................................................. 87

Key box .................................................................. 88

KEY CABINETS ...................................................... 88

Key cabinets ........................................................... 88

Knife ...................................................................... 76

Knife metal, 18 mm ............................................... 75

Knife profi plus, 18 mm ......................................... 75

Knife profi, 18 mm ................................................. 75

Knife profi, 9 mm ................................................... 75

Knife with rubber grip, 18 mm ............................... 76

KNIVES ............................................................ 74–76

LED flashlight MAULdion .................................... 103
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LED flashlight MAULluna .................................... 104
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Letter scale MAULalpha, 2 kg/5 kg ........................ 93
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Letter scale MAULtouch, 5 kg ................................ 92
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Letter tray MAULacro ............................................. 62
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Luggage scales ...................................................... 99

Magnetic clipboard, aluminium with easy-grip clip
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Magnets .......................................................... 43–45

mauly® 215 ........................................................... 41

mauly®-dispenser .................................................. 60
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Pad holder .......................................... 16–22, 24–37

Paper clip ............................................................... 44

Paper clip MAULpro with magnet .......................... 43

Paper clip MAULpro with suction cup .................... 43

Paper clip MAULpro, 10 pcs. .................................. 42

Paper clip MAULpro, 2 pcs. .................................... 42
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Paper clip MAULstandard, bulldog ........................ 44

Paper clip with magnet .......................................... 45
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Paper scale, 350/900 g .......................................... 98

Parcel scale MAULcargo with separate control pad, 120
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Pen holder Modern ................................................ 54
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»TOMORROW’S WORLD OF WORK

»CONCENTRATION /
EFFICIENCY
The workspace is becoming a retreat for 
tasks that require lengthy periods of con-
centration. This is a peaceful environment 
where your stress level falls and you can 
work in a shielded setting without any dis-

dividing walls provide privacy. Quiet spaces 
and “think” spaces are used for relaxation, 
while also facilitating concentrated work 
on an individual basis. Phone calls are 
made from sound-insulated audio rooms 
where 100% silence is guaranteed. Flexible 

and productivity increase.

CREATIVITY / 
COMMUNICATION 

a workplace; it’s a place for meeting and 
interacting. People meet up face-to-face 

nication culture facilitates creativity and 
rapid knowledge transfer. There need to be 
spaces large enough to cater for teamwork. 

faster; in work & play zones, new solutions 
can be developed in a fun way. Mobile 
presentation tools that can be adapted to 
the size of the team provide assistance with 

»CONCENTRATION
EFFICIENCY

»CREATIVITY
COMMUNICATION

1 0

WORK-LIFE 
INTEGRATION
The boundaries between work and home 
are disappearing; professional and private 
lives are merging due to digitisation. There 
is a desire for feel-good surroundings that 
generate satisfaction and maintain health. 
Ergonomics are not only important in the 

being encouraged; sport and play areas are 
being created along with recreation zones 
and relaxation oases. There, in contrast to 
the work areas, the emphasis is on de-digiti-
sation. Biophilic design is an ongoing trend: 
connectivity with nature via plants and other 
natural elements facilitates well-being
and improves air quality.

MOBILITY /
FLEXIBILITY 
Working when and where you want. Data 
and information come from the cloud 
and can be accessed anywhere via mobile 
devices. This means you’re free to choose 
where you want to work, depending on 
your personal situation and the tasks on 
hand. It may mean working in co-working 
spaces or from home, and desk-sharing at 

in “privacy areas” and attending a meeting 
in the “creative center” an hour later. When 
it’s time for a break, you can enjoy some 
relaxing music in the “quiet room” before 
preparing for the next meeting on a train or 
plane.

»MOBILITY
FLEXIBILITY

»WORK-LIFE
INTEGRATION

1 1



»CONCENTRATION
EFFICIENCY

A shielded setting is the key to concentrated 
work. Mobile moderation boards provide 
the necessary privacy. At the same time, 
the various different surfaces can be used 
for visualising information. Another factor 
to consider is ergonomics, as body posture 
is mostly static in the case of focused ac-
tivities; you don’t move about a great deal. 
Therefore furniture that can be adapted to 
the user, such as height-adjustable desks, 
are important. Footrests are helpful if the 
desk height is unsuitable. There is also a 
need for lamps that can be adapted easily 
to movements of the desk and provide 
direct illumination of the workstation. The 
best option is variable lighting intensity and 
colour temperature to cater for every task.

»WORK-LIFE
INTEGRATION

This is where we appeal to the senses, as 
the working environment should be attrac-
tive, sustainable and comfortable. Products 

-
sion methods satisfy the need to save 
resources. Memo boards and clipboards 
made from natural materials such as cork 
or wood also meet the need for sustain-
ability. An attractive wall clock or coloured 
accessories, for example the new colours 
from #colourmywork, provide personal 
touches. Heated ergonomic footrests and 
standing-height tables improve physical 
comfort and help you stay healthy. The 
same applies to lamps with alternating light 

for focused work and warm white light for 
meetings or relaxing breaks.
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»CREATIVITY
COMMUNICATION

The business world is calling for products 
that are hard-wearing and thus meet the 
demands of ever-changing teams. Sturdy 
frames, durable materials and robust mount 

the most boisterous of creative thinkers. For 
large rooms, boards measuring up to 3 me-
tres in width are ideal. Double-sided mobile 

are easy to roll around. Suitable for writing, 
drawing and clamping and usable with 

– good boards are genuine all-rounders
when it comes to creativity. If you’re
short of desk space, a standing-height table
is helpful; another option for individual

work surface available.

»MOBILITY
FLEXIBILITY

A highly dynamic work situation calls for 
tools that are adjustable, both to the task 
on hand and, above all, to the people – 
products that you can easily take with you 
or move around. Rolling panels and boards 

and meeting zones, while also serving as an 
information medium. Movable, height-ad-
justable standing tables provide additional 
desk space as well as a surface on which 
to place miscellaneous items at meetings; 
moreover, they also ensure an ergonomic 
posture. Other helpful accessories include 
lamps that complement room lighting, 
provide direct illumination of the work 
surface and adapt to every movement of 

pocket. Equally useful are clipboards that 
can serve as a substitute for a table.
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All details at once.
With the 360° function you
can look at many products from
all sides.
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